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The proverbs of Solomon the son of David, King of Israel: 

To know wisdom and instruction, 

To perceive the words of understanding, 

To receive the instruction of wisdom, 

Justice, judgement, and equity; 

To give prudence to the simple, 

To the young man knowledge and discretion

A wise man will hear and increase learning, 

And a man of understanding will attain wise counsel, 

To understand a proverb and an enigma, 

The words of the wise and their riddles. 

The fear of the LORD is the beginning of knowledge, 

But fools despise wisdom and instruction. 

}'roln the Holy Bible - Book of Proverbs (from :2 to 7) 
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RACT 

fn this thesis the results from a. conventional ac-dc load flow program for modelling the 

state behaviour of a unit connected salient-pole generator-converter are compared 

with those obtained fron1 degree by degree dynamic simulation. The Transient COllverter 

Silrndation (TCS) program is usee! to benchmark results. The unacceptable level of 

error from the load flow program indicates that the conventional ac- de formulation is not 

clirectly applicable to the unit connected generator-converter. 

A salient-pole generator converter model has been developed to reduce the 

enol'S, which allows for a voltage behhld a varying sub-transient reactance to be as 

the cOllllllutatillg voltage. The characteristics obtained froUl this model are better than for 

the cOllventional model but are still significantly different from the TCS results. A dynamic 

simulation of the operation of the unit conuected generator converter is necessar.y, before 

steady state results can obtained. 

Unit and Group-Connections are etlso compared uncleI' varying steady state 

loading conditions etHd by reducing the number of generators in service in both schemes 

a,t nominal frequency. 

An accurate algorithm of generetl applicability, called the Equivalent [nvater', 

is proposed which uses unit-connection characteristics derived from a time domaill simu

la,tion. 

Finally steady state model for an alternative unit connected generator con-

verter scheme is presented. This is based on the use of ripple re-injection, whid permits 

llsing a single bridge (instead of two) to obtain a twelve-pulse COIlverter operation. The 

proposed; eme considerably reduces the number of transformers and converter hridges, 

wi thou t increasing the harmonic levels wi th respect to the dOH hIe bridge configuration, 





Chapter 1 

INTRa ION 

amounts of energy been transferred over considerable distances by 

HVdc transmission systems since incorporation of the mercury arc power converter in 

high voltage transmission systems ill Sweden in 1954, allowing the asynchronous connec

tion of two separate ac systems with different frequencies. HV dc transmission have 

been proved very reliable, safe and economical compared to equivalent HVac transmission 

systems. 

advantages of such systems compared with pure ac systems have resulted 

in a fast growing number of new de 

the static power converter is 

power transmission system. 

to be commissioned around the world. However, 

as the main source of harlIlonics distortion in a 

Some recent proposals in HV dc systems are for nnit and group connected gen

eration. In the unit connected scheme, each generator is connected directly to a COll

verter transformer and the series and! or parallel combination of units is done on the de 

side[Calverley et al., 197:3]. A variation of the unit-connection called group-connection 

has also been suggested which instead of a single generator, two or more generators 

connected directly to the converter transformer[Ingram) 1988]. Both systems are defined 

here as direct connected generation schemes. 

In remote generating sites such as are to found in Brazil, it is not immediately 

whether they should be connected on the etC to make a group~collnection or 011 

de side to make unit-connections. 

This thesis means of digitally repn,senting ullit and group COllllec-

Hons with sufficient accuracy to allow comparisons to be 111 between then and their 

effects on the ac system at the inverter end to be studied. 

After clisctl the. technical advantages and disadvantages of the diTect COll-

nected schemes, this chapter reviews the economical considerations which will finaHy de

cide whether they are ( ,'1'[' built. 

The chapter by examining the objectives of the work reported in the thesis 

amI gives its oveTall structure. 



2 CilAPTEf{ I INTHODUCTION 

1.1 connected generation 

Reducing cost and operationaJ restrictions is an important engineering task. To 

this 01Hl direct connected generation was first compared with the conventional 

years ago[CalverJ0y ct al., 197:3]. The absence of ac filters, the elimination of 

up tUUlsfol'lllerS in the rectifier side of a conventional HVclc scheme and the 

the converters being connected in series or in parallel were seen as the main 

the p HVclc generation scheme. 

However harmonic distortion prodnced by the converter transformers is not 

in direct connected generation. Generators and transformers can adapted 

to cope with the extra harmonic distortion but it is important that loads are not connected 

to the (lC rectifier system. 

Non-linear phenomena, snch as harmonic distortion between stator and rotor in 

the synchronous machine, introduce extra complexity to the model in analysis. 

It has been e.stablished that the synchronous machine is operating permanently in ,1 sub

transient state when the converter operates without ac filters. In this case the reactance 

associated with the commutation process lllllSt include this t reactance and 

is tllUS much larger than in the conventional case. As a conseqnence an extra amount 

of field excitation is required in the synchronous Previous work shows that for 

a 20% extra power in the direct connected scheme 10% extra excitation will be required 

[Sankar, 1991]. 

Direct connected generation also retains some of advantages of HV de schemes. 

Advantages, other than eost, in adopting unit or group-connection in mixed ae-dc 

schemes[Krishnayya, 1973][Ingram, 1988] are: 

z. Because of their easily controlled power 

significant stabilizing influence in ac power 

, HV dc links demonstrated a 

n. Current and power flow are unaffected by ac frequency or oscillations. 

m. Dc links may be re-established without any synchronizing check. 

zv. The possibility of a total shutdown due to a sending end ae system fault c;w 

be reduced due the absence of an interconnected ae system at the sending encl. 

v. Greater freedom in intercollnecting different types ;uld sizes of generation (steam, 

hydro, geothermal, gas, etc ... ). 

m. Better economic operation of system may be possible because load dispatch and 

load scheduling are easier with asynchronous generations. 

~~i~; likelihood of the 

vm. For high power density areas, supply through mixed ac-de schemes are cheaper, the 

short circuit are and the total losses in the system are smaller. 



1.1 DIRECT CONNECTED CENER.ATION 3 

l:r. III sOllie cases the possibility of generator self-excitation can be elimillated and (U: 

resonant impedances avoided with elimination of the ac fillers. 

The discld vantages of the direct connection are mainly due to problems produced 

by elimination of ac filters. SOUle of these are: 

t. A larger de filter will be necessary as the increased (i.C harmonics will reflect through 

onto the de side. 

11., Tbe de filters must have adjustable a.nd size if the generators operate with 

variable speed. The use of wide band filters is an option already used in the ae filters 

of the new Hybrid New Zealand dc link. 

m. The harmonic currents in the stator and rotor windings originate pulsating electric 

torque. These harmonic currents and the distorted path offlnxes in the core producp 

additional copper and magnptic losses respectively. 

'There is much less redundancy in the overall 

11. 'The stabilizing capability of a unit connected 

tional HVdc system where there is more connected 

will be than for a conven-

In the case of a power station coupled to an HVdc direct connected 

Hll'hOlVH system the variables that should be controlled are: 

exciter current, which in turn controls the generator voltage. 

H. The turbine and synchronous machine speed which determines the generator fre

quency. 

nominal voltage, which determines the rectifier ideal no-load 

111. The 'ltctive power (P). 

11. de line direct voltage per pole (Vd). If all the converters in onE' pole (t,re III 

parallel voltage will also be the converter unit direct voltage. 

m. The COllverter unit direct current(Id). If all the converter units are ill 

current will be tlw transmission line current. 

Other variables lllay be controlled in order to obtain or to keep the maill.variables 

at their specified for example the delay and extinction anglef' of the converters, on

line tap~changer (0 LTC) position of the inverter transformer. Due the complexity of the 

whole problem only SOllle of control strategies will be discussed in the following chapters. 



4 CHAPTER I lNTf{ODI JeTtON 

1.2 Econoluic considerations of direct connected schelues 

The unit connected generation or series/parallel combination of such schemps 

has already captured the interest of electricity authorities in New Zealand, Canada, Brazil 

and around the world. The principal interest is in their operation in rPlllote areas or in 

offshore platforms were the size of the power generation facilities is an important issue. 

In the conventional configuration the extra generator transformers and the extra circuit 

breakers can add a substantial extra cost to the system. Studies are leading to more 

efficient and more reliable systems and contributing to further developments ill HV dc 

generation[Thio and Rashwan, 1991]. 

The conventional converter station and its associated ac switchyard covers a 

considerable area and contains a great deal of equipment, which tends to make HVdc 

un competitive with ac except in special cases. Any llleans by which the alllount of equip

ment can be reduced should reduce the capital cost and hence increase the number of 

cases where H V dc is a better economic choice than ac. 

In many cases a mismatch exists for environmental reasons between the size of 

hydro stations and the economic size of an HV de link. Another problem can be hydraulic 

reservoir constraints which limit the amount of generation from time to time. This is 

discussed in Chapter 3, where the number of units in a direct-connected scheme is reduced. 

In some places several ac interconnected stations would be necessary to match the power 

of an average sizp de link. In this case it could be difficult to utilize a group connected 

scheme. 

A direct connected hydro power generating plant has the following economIc 

adva.ntages[Stovall, 1987]: 

z. The plant related savings in the group-connection case with a single 1:2 pulse bridge 

can be around 25% of the estimated cost of the conventional sending end. However, 

plant related savillgs are highly dependent on the arrangement an(l Ull ~it[' specific 

characteristics, so this figure can be up to 40% in some cases. The requirement for 

bypass valves and bypass switches in a series connected arrangement is a cost that 

must be considered. 

n. Maintenance services related savings can be lip to 58% of the estimated conventional 

HVdc maintenance services cost. 

uz. It has a very compact and simple configuration with less componpnts and a.uxiLia.ries 

than a conventional scheme. 

Other economical considerations are linked to the technical advantages discussed 

earlier. 



1.:3 THE MA OB.IECTIVES 5 

Economic studies of HYde converters[Salg;:tdo (:/, nL 11<lVP iJOWIl tbat tlw 

rectifier st;:ttion's total costs decrease with the firing angl0 for a givell extll1ction angle ill 

the inverter. This matter should be carefully com;iclered due the variatioll of operational 

costs in the rectifier station for every combination or the firing angle in the rectifier with 

the extinction angle in the inverter. This economic factor is one of the main reasons why it. 

has been suggested that the converters of some unit connected schemes in a system should 

operate as a diode rectifier bridges. This economic ad van tage is oft' set by the Heed for 

low reactance transfoTll1ersto prevent the commutation angle exceeding the normallilllit 

of ~30°. 

The reduction ill cost at the rectifier end will not he reflected in a similar 

reduction at the inverter end, In fact costs here lllay be higher 

more ac filtering. 

of the need for 

ac harmonic filters are extremely expensive (approximately 20% of the 

C011verter station) and produce technical problems such as the possibility of resonances 

with the local system, behaviour of the filters when the frequency departs from nominal 

and overvoltages during switching operations. However, the filters supply some of the 

reactive power requirt,d by the converter and wide band de filters can be usecl to allow the 

changes in frequency of operation of the hydro machines. 

Instead of comparing the conventional single generator-converter unit and the 

single synchronous machine unit connected scheme, a better exercise in cost com parison 

was suggested by Ingram[88] who reconllnended the use of a.ll entire power station for each 

of the cases, 

Operational nnit and of group connected systems will be discussed 

and compared later. One of the objectives of this work is to determine advantages and 

disadvantages of the operation of these schemes. 

The design of both schemes is not within the scope of this work and lIas only 

been briefly mentioned at this stage, For the direct-connection to operate with a similar 

performance and requirements of tlle conventional generator-HYde scheme further modifi

cations lllay be necessary in design of the turbine, gellerator and converter transformer 

core and winding and associated controls. 

1.3 The main objectives 

The 1lI ain objectives of this thesis are: 

L To study unit connected schemes operating in steady state using tlle presently ava.il

able software, 

n. To develop software that can make accurate steady sta te studies of direct connected 

synchronous generators and ac-dc converters. 



1 

CHAPTER 1 lNTHODUCTlON 

m. To introduce the use of dynamic techniques such as the 

lation (TCS) program in the steady state analysis of the direct connection of SYll

clll'onous generators and converters. 

zv. To create and develop a IIew model that combines dynamic simulation and loadflow 

studies for a defined operating point in order to indirectly insert the llon-linearities 

of the direct connected generation schemes in stead y state. 

v. use the experience and expertise gained to investigate the operation of the de 

ripple re-injection scheme in the steady state analysis. 

The topics in this research study are organized using the following structure. 

2 describes a new method of modelling direct-connection schemes in 

steady state. This modified loadflow is a program designed to avoid some of the problems 

associated with the conventionalloaclflow. This chapter also briefly examines the structure 

and modelling of the TCS (Transient Converter Simulation program) in order to obtain 

the steady state characteristics of generator and ae- de COllverter groups. 

Operating characteristics for the unit and group-connection cases at nominal 

frequency are and compared in Chapter 3. 

Chapter 4 introduces the equivalent inverter model which uses charts of the 

direct connected system derived from a dynamic simulation of the steady state. Chapter 5 

compares the results for an idealized system using the two models discussed in Chapter 2, 

with the equivalent inverter. state results using the equivalent inverter are com-

pared with commissioning for the new upgraded New Zealand HV dc link to prove 

the validity of the model. 

Chapter 6 a developed de ripple reinjection technique which 

has the advantages of a 12 pulse converter system but using only a single 6 pulse bridge. 

The steady state e~llations are determined and applied to a conventionalloadflow program. 

U sing the model the extra power capability of the system is demonstrated. 

In Chapter 7 the main conclusions obtained from this research project are pre-

sented. Additional research is also a number of simulation methods and 

unit-connection confignrations for direct connected H V dc transmission. 
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2.1 Introduction 

connection of remote power generating plant via distance HV dc tI'ans-

1lllSSl01l already proved to be extremely reliable in many projects. In an attempt to 

simplify and reduce costs of the conventional design, the use of unit connected generators 

is being seriously considered. 

Due to the importance of topic, CYIGRE (Conference lntemationale des 

Grands Reseaux EZectriques a Haute Tension) recently set up a working group (WG L;'09) 

and it is at present studying direct connected generator-converters to HV dc schemes. 

One of the initial proposers of unit-connected for HV dc transmission 

was Bowles[81]' who discussed the technical and economic feasibility of using such a 

scheme. dynamic aspects for the system under disturbances were analysed by 

Kanllgiesser[83], Krishnayya[87]. 

Until recently, the modelling of the unit connected exploited its dynamic 

performance and economic aspects. The first studies for the steady state capability of 

synchronous generators and HV dc converters were III by Sankar[91]. By averaging 

results dehved from dynamic simulation it was shown possible to model the of 

nOll-linearities embedded in the unit connected scheme for steady state studies. 

A verage value modelling of a direct connected six-phase synchronous machine 

and two six-pulse converters in systems with voltage rating up to 1.0 kV was simulated 

successfully by Sudhoff[92]. dynamic simulation program was developed in a project 

involving aircraft power . In this case substantial differences exist in size, pa-

rameters and confignration between the system proposed[Sudhoff and Wasynczuk, 1992] 

and the systems for HVdc generation . 

This chapte, . :sents two ways of modelling the unit connected generation using 

loadflow formulation. The first is a convelltionalloadflow adapted for use in the unit

connection. In this case the 10adflow is not modified and basically an intermediary busbar 
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IS illserted between the generator busbar and the converter transformer. The second 

model is a modified loadfiow which also splits the rectifier system in two busbars but also 

includes the solution of the simplified sub-transient phasor diagram between generator 

and converter. Sankar[91] developed an iterative model of a simplified machine and HVdc 

converter. From this work, a steady state lllodel has been created and incorporated into the 

fast decoupledloadfiow program. This allows the generator excitation and the magnitude 

and phase angle of the sub-transient voltage to be included in the generator/rectifier 

equations. The operation of the generator-converter model is thus lllore easily controlled 

and the results interpreted for different loading conditions. 

The dynamic modelling necessary to obtain steady-state capability charts of 

the unit connected system to be used in the loadfiow was made using TCS - Transient 

Converter Simulation Pmgram. Early work on TCS was made at the University of Manch

ester by Arrillaga[78]. The detailed synchronous machine model, using state variable tech

niques, was incorporated by Barros[76]. Improvements were made by Al-Kashali[76] who 

added diakoptical techniques (Kron[63], Brameller[69]). Substantial contributions made 

at Canterbury University by Heffernan[80]' Turner[80], Watson[87] and Sankar[91] gave 

the present structure to the program. 

Heffernan[80] developed accurate transient equivalents for the efficient modelling 

of disturbances in interconnected ae-de power systems, he also made a contribution to the 

preliminary dynamic investigations of unit type generator-converter schemes. Turner[80] 

introduced iterative coordination between TCS and a multi-machine transient stability 

program in order to circumvent limitations in representing HV dc links with quasi-steady 

state models, Watson[87] introduced the frequency-dependent equivalents for harmonic 

studies. Sankar[91] improved TCS by introducing a flexible controller algorithm and stated 

the existence of limitations in the steady state formulation for unit connected HV dc sys

tems and showed that characteristics must be derived using a dynamic siinulation program. 

TCS is based on state space theory and uses nodal analysis with diakoptical segregation 

of the plant components that are submitted to frequent switching. This was done to avoid 

involving the whole network in unnecessary topological chant'; 

The poisihility of using dynamic simulation results for steady state studies 

should be considered in the search for the inclusion of non-linearities in the steady state 

results. The accuracy limits imposed by conventional loadflow steady state de equations 

is a limiting factor. As an example, for a np-pulses converter bridge, the steady state 

de equations are accurate up to a commutation angle of 21r radians. This is one of the 
np 

reasons to introduce the modelling of TCS to obtain rectifier data that could be used for 

the loadfiow, other reasons were listed by Sankar[91]. 

in this chapter, the modelling using TCS is (j t \) ; '- ;,' -, \ it to 

iil.;:~r~\'b;,;' In lJi>ti\>ining results for this 1'2search work. An excitation l'l)ntru1i,c; -'.',: 

used to automatically obtain the excitation needed by the unit-connection to match the 

power delivered by the conventional synchronous generator-converter scheme. A section 
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Vdi 

Filters 

Figure 2.1 COllventional HVde link model. 

III chapter is devoted to the excitation control showing and explaining its schematic 

diagram, although necessary to get results for the unit-connection this is not one of the final 

objectives of this contribution. The complete control philosophy in TCS was developed 

and explained thoroughly by Sankar[Bl], 

This chapter also includes a discussion on the limitations, the modifications 

reqllired and the possibility of continued use of the conventional ac-dc loadfiow formulation. 

A modified algorithm for varying colllmutating voltages was developed to be used in the 

case of direct cOllnected schemes. The attempt was made in order to modify the loadfiow 

techniqne to calculate the comllllltating voltage magnitude and phase angle as part of the 

iterative solution, 

2.2 The modelling of links the loadflow progranl 

Figlll'e 2.l illustrates the model of a de link. At each end are ac terminals 

and at: filters connected to the rectifier and inverter. The ac terminals are also part 

the ac network basic equations and algorithm of a fast clecoupled Newton Raphsoll 

loadflow are in Appendices 2.A and L.B. 

Two two winding transformers on~ line tap challgers are I)]'Psen t, in 

the converter's terminals. The eqnivalent parallel combination of COIlverter transformers 

and also the series combination of two Else bridges can be used in the modeL 

The following relationships, extracted from Figure 2.1, exist between tllP va.ri 

abies involved in the sta.tic conversion process in converter[ Arrillaga, et ai., H1S:3]: 
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(2.1 ) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4 ) 

(2.5) 

Is = Bt sin¢ - Bt a Vte,.7n sin'l/) (2.6) 

(2.7) 

where B t is the converter transformer leakage susceptance and k in equation (2.1) is 

very close to the unity. All quantities are expressed in per unit. 

By combining equations (2.2), (2.3), (2.5), (2.6) and using the terminal ac busbar 

( Vtmn ) as the reference in Figure 2.1, a reduced set of variables and equations has been 

proposed suitable to investigate the effect of control strategies in current use. The set of 

variables is: 

(2.8) 

Each CO\lVerter terminal is therefore represented by a five variable set of non

linear equations, which are then combined with the ac system equations and solved using 

either simultaneous or sequential iterative algorithms. 

In order to eliminate trigonometrical non-linearity and avoid overflows with 

infeasible operation modes, cos a,. and cos ai are used as variables instead of 0:,. and ai. 

If de variables are specified they are left in the de .J acobian matrix and their 

values fixed by including the residual equations as in eqnation (2.9). Appendix 2.D shows 

the formulation for the rectifier ae terminal in the ac-dc loadflow solution . 

. . 
Xn - .. Y,? o (2.9) 
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Thus the l1exihility of the algoritlllll is kept the salllP for allY operating conditioll. 

2.3 The conventional ac-dc loadflow formulation 

The inclusion of HV dc transmission in the fast-decoupled loadfiow requires con

siderable modification to be made to enS1ll'e that the links are adequately represented. The 

behaviour of such a link within an ae system or between ac systems is very important and 

control specifications and steady state operating conditions must be acc1ll'ately modelled. 

The active and reactive power balance in the ae nodes connected to HVdc links do not 

ohey the general rules of ae power transmission, i.e. the active power is independent of 

phase angle relationships and the reactive power, although affected by, is not directly re

lated to voltage variations. Under such circumstances it is sometimes difficult to visualize 

HVdc models compatible with the behaviour of the fast decoupled algorithm. 

2.3.1 Digital methods for ac-dc loadflows 

The de link may be crudely represented in a conventional ae loadfiow by fixed 

active and reactive power injections at the two terminal busbars in the ae system. This 

has proved to be inadequate for analysis of precise operating modes of the link and its 

terminal equipment. 

As far as the ae system is concerned, early HV dc models represented the con

verters as current sources on the secondary of the transformers. The ae system was split 

into two, for the sending and receiving ends de terminals. The two separated ae ends, 

with no ae lines in parallel, were solved iteratively with the mesh equations describing the 

de system. 

The nodal iterative method and the Newton method provided a more effecti ve 

representation of the de link as varying real and reactive powers on the terminal bushars 

of the ae system. The de system is then solved using the updated voltages giving improved 

values of terminal de powers. 

Some of the techniques that made the Newton-Raphson a competitive method 

for loadfiow analysis involve the solution of the .J acobian matrix equation and the preser

vation of the sparsity by optimally ordered triangular factorization. The objective was 

to obtain a process which requires the least number of operations, tillle and memory 

requirements[Bodger, 1977]. 

For the de link in Fig1ll'e 2.1 the de Jacobian matrix [A] contains 13 variables 

that can be listed as: V d,., Vdi, E7·, Ei, <p,., ¢i, (1',.) ni, a,., ai, 4),., 4)i, rd. 
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VdT - aT ll/enn r cos'l/)r 0 

Vdi k1(liVlerm, 0 

Vdr Vdi RdId 0 

Vdi SP Vdi 0 

COSQr 
sp 

CO$O:r 0 

COSQi 0 

o 

The above equations soh:e the de link with 1:3 variables present in the de Ja

cobiall matrix rAJ, five variables in encl of the link plus a minimum of three control 

specifications, two in one end and Olle in another. In this case the last four equations are 

control specifications. In the listed above, the controls are the converter's firing; 

angles, the de voltage in the inverter and the power in the rectifier respectively. Any of 

the de variables r;P1 he 

constant firing angles 

eX,Hll pIe Expd t l,inSfOrlller taps in the converter, 

controlled terminal ac or de \. ,I! ;t:2P~; in the converter. Other 

possihle specifications are constant current or power control, terminal reactive power and 

converter power factor. 
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a1 1 a1 3 (11 

(12 2 <12 4 ((2 6 

(13 1 (13 3 (1" 7 (13 9 (13 12 

(142 114 4 (14 114 9 a4 1,1 

as I 115 as g as 10 

as 2 a6 6 <16 9 <16 II 

[AJ a1 <17 7 (L7 12 

a8 6 <18 8 <18 I" 

{lg 5 <19 6 flg 9 

<1106 

all 10 

<112 11 

(113 S il13 9 

(2.10) 

With sparsity programming, only the non-zero elements of the Jacobian matrix 

are stored
1
, in one or more vectors, plus some integer vectors for identification pur-

poses. As can be seen by the number of Ilull positioIls iu equation (2.10) the ordinary 

Jacobian matrix for a two terminal de system in Figure 2.1. 

The use of sparsity programming still can clearly improve the performance of 

loaclfiow studies by reducing the number of operations with null e1ements. Concerning the 

reduction of computation time the triangular factorization also reduces computation effort 

the mllllber of additIons and multiplichvlons reduces to ~ to triangulate a full matrix 

when compared to find the inverse.The nonzero elements in the matrix, with converter 

control angles, de link voltage and power specified, are given by: 
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as G == -1 

ag 5 1 

(110 G = 1 

all 10 = 1 

al2 11 = -1 

as S == -1 

1 

ag (} 1 

.:LY1 and k 
11' 2 

al S == -1 

-1 

a7 12 == kl Vtermr e081/Jr 

as 13 k1 Vte1"1'n; eOS'V)i 

The representation of the converter terminal busbars is very simple (a PV bus

bar) if there are no tap changers on the transformers and no filters or reactive power 

injection. If any of these are present, changes are necessary in the ae admittance matrices 

to represent the varying tap positions. In this case some difficulties and time consuming 

operations exists when representing CP JCEA or CCCjCEA controls. Optimum tap se

lection is needed as an active part of the solution to miuimize link losses and converter 

reactive power consumption. 

Therefore it is more convenient to include the converter transformer in the de 

link representation. Consequently the terminal busbars are on 

transformers, which isolates the de system from the a,c network. 

pnmary (LC of the 

Different terminal representations including transformers, filters and synchronous 

compensators can be solved with the ac system represented as a single node. The converter 

voltagej current characteristics are easily modified for types of control, as power 

control, tap control, voltage control and so on. These two (l,ql(~ci.ij are of :::;reat importance 

in the modelling of a synchronous machine directly connected to the converter as discussed 

in Chapter 5. 
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2.3.2 The sequential ac-dc algorithn~ 

The three equations already mentioned before are solved iteratively until con-

vergence: 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

[Jl] = [A][.6x] (2.U) 

The following iterative sequence, referred as P, Q, DC is illustrated in the flow 

chart of Figure 2.2 and can be explained in a sequence of events as: 

z. Calculate .6P/V, solve equation (2.11) and update ~6. 

ZZ. Calculate .6Q/V, solve equation (2.12) and update V. 

m. Calculate de residuals, R, solve equation (2.13) and update x. 

w. Return to (i). 

Some difficulties experienced in the past with the sequential ae-de algOTithm 

since in this method the de equations needed to be solved for the entire iterative process. 

With the residuals converged the de system can be modelled as fixed real and reactive 

power injections at the converter terminal busbar. The de residuals should be checked 

after each ae iteration to ensure that the de system remains converged. 

An alternative sequential method can be used, it is called as P, DC, Q, DC, , 
w here the de equations are solved after each real power as well as after each reactive 

power iteration, based in the previous sequence of events the sequence of items for the 

alternative sequential method is: (i), (iii), (ii), (iii) and (iv). The difficulties mentioned 

before werE'. overcome by combining the ae and de describing equations ill a simultaneous 

solution tedmique[Stott, 1971]. With all equations solved together using the Newton

Raphson method an improvement in convergence reliability and number of iterations was 

found over the sequential method. 

With the sequential ae-de solution techniques the reliability of solution is very 

much a function of the iteration scheme usee; 1 {'tween ac and de systems[Boclger, 1977]. 

On the other hand, the overall convergence was determined by the speed at which the 

terminal powers and voltages relaxed towards the solution. 
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Data Input 

Triangulate B' fmd B" 
( all ac busbars ) 

Converged? 

1 

~------------------~--------; NC) 

Converged ? 

P=Q=O P = 1 

,.... ______________ -' NO 

Calculate dc mismatches 

2.2 Flow diagram for the sequential ac-dc loadfiow algorithm. 

Solution 
obtajned 

YES 

YES 
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2.3.3 Ac-dc.J acobian matrices 

The Jacobian matrices for the conventional fast-decouplecl ac-dc loadflow) ap~ 

plied to the conventional two terminal de link, is given ill equations (2.14) and (2.1 

6P / F B' 

(2.14) 

6P / vtel'ln . r,' AA' 

R A 

6Q / V B" 

.15 ) 

B" Tl',ii A.l1" 

R BB" A 
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The non-zero elements of the de Jacobian matrix [AJ in the case of a conventional 

two terminal de link were given in equation (2.10) and related equations, and also the 

other matrices are given in equations (2.16)-(2.21): 

[AA'l [ a PteTm (de) / ax 1 / '/term 16) 

or 

aT Br Er C'Wr 

[AA' f (LT BT E,. C'W'{' (2.17) 

E,. Br S'WT 

[AA" 1 [ aQterm (de) / ax J / (2.18 ) 

or 

[AA" f (2.19) 

Cli Bi El CUli 

Ei Bi CWi 

[ BB" 1 aR / aVteT1n (2.20) 
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or 

[ BB" 1 (2.21 ) 

where BB" depend on control eqnations with C'lJ},., eUii, SUir and SUii given by: 

CUir cos( 1/;,. 

Matrix W' for the ac system is constant and sYlllmetric, but B" n,ii is a diagonal 

matrix with elenlents associated with the rectifier and inverter ae busbars. Equation (2.22) 

shows the term B" T1' for the rectifier as used in the matrix. This is derive.d from the 

reactive power flow across the converter transformer. Similar equation can be derived for 

the iuvertor term 13" ii. 

B" rr B" 
8Q r ( de) / Vtenn ,. 

+ (2.22) 

where Q,.(dc) aT Br 

Matrices AA', AA", BB" illustrated ill equations (2.16)-(2.21) above are nOll

symmetric with elements varying at every iteration. An these matrices are very sparse as 

can be seen in the dc Jacobian matrix in equation (2.10). However, equation (2.21) shows 

matrix BB" to be dependent OIl control equations. 

However, aU the matrix equations described ~~t this section are suitable only for 

a ordinary two terminal de link. In the direct connection the use of such formulation must 

be reconsidered. The difference is in the rectifier commutation process without ac 
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filters, it represents a line-to-line short circuit across the generator terminal and hence the 

cOllllllutation reactance must include the generator sub-transient reactance a,ncl also the 

transformer leakage. The above must be considered when the conventional algorithm is 

adapted for use in the unit-connection problem. 

2.4 Adaptation the loadflow use with t 

unit-connection 

Normally in the direct-connection the synchronous machine is coupled directly 

to the converter transformers and there are no ac filters. In this condition the synchronous 

machine will be under the effect of at least, the characteristic harmonics even in the case 

of balanced converter operation[Arrillaga et al., 1985]. 

All complexity in this case is centred in the ac-dc converter. In the averaged 

value dynamic modelling of the twelve pulse bridge directly connected to a six phase 

synchronous Inachine, a lllutual reactance was found between the two six pulse bridges. 

This configuration is generally used for aircraft power generation. The consequence is that 

in addition to the notchs caused in one bridge by its own commutations, the commutations 

in the other bridge will produce notcbs in the voltage waveforms in the first bridge, and 

vice versa, generating a cross effect[Sudhoff, 1992a]. The same effect is expected to occur in 

a three phase machine connected to a twelve-pulse converter. The notchs in the voltages 

applied to the bridges have no effect at all on the waveform of the rectified voltage, 

Nevertheless they play an important role in the commutation process. In fact, the crossings 

of the distorted voltage waveforms applied to the bridges are delayed in respect to the 

crossings of the generally accepted undistorted voltage 

The direct connected generation for HV dc applications need a detailed rep

resentation of the converter transformer, with the model used ill TCS was not possible 

to obtain the combined effect of waveform notchs and transformer harmonic cross cou

pling[Rios, 1992] oVer the two six pulsebridges[Sankar, 1991]. The additional effect of 

transformer harmonic cross coupling is not present in low power applications since the 

synchronous machine is connected to the converter without the need for a converter trans

fonner[Sudhoff and Wasynczuk, 1992]. 

In the absence of filters the voltage at the converter terminal is not sinusoidal 

and can not be used as the cotnnmtating voltage in the conventional formulation. Instead 

the use of the generator internal emf behind sub-transient reactance (E") is commonly 

accepted, 

In the case of a non-r.aLmt rotor machine the fast decoupled loaclflow formulation 

described in section Appendix 2A should be applicable by shifting the converter interface to 

a fictitious terminal (the internal emfbehind sub-transient reactance) where the waveform 
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IS sinusoidal 

Although E" is neither accessible nor directly controllable and varies with the 

load, its magnitude can be derived from the generator's SD b- transient phasor diagram 

for the nominal operating point and then kept constant (as shown by dotted lines in 

Figure 2.3). This is done to satisfy the generator's conventionalloadftow specification (i.e. 

constant voltage) but at the fictitious internal E" bus. The conventionalloadflow is then 

carried out on the assumption of perfect filtering at that point. 

With salient-pole generators the conventional forlllulation is often used by aver-
( :("+x") aging the sub-transient reactances, i.e. X" ~ d 2 ~ q and also by shifting the converter 

interface as in the case of non-salient rotor machine. So far the error of s11ch an approx

imation has not been discussed, due to the vast number of variables that contribute to 

differences between steady state and dynamic related formulations. following work 

was done in order that the effects of saliency could be inclnded in the loadflow model. 

Some of the constraints in the fast decoupled ae-de loadflow applied to unit· 

connection are: 

z. the synchronous machine husbar was split in two busbars to silLlllltaneously find a 

reference bus where the voltage waveform is supposed to be sinusoidal and to use 

the sub-transient voltage busbar as the converter interface. 

ii. the accuracy of de equations are restricted to collllllutation angles lower than 21r 
np 

were np is the number of pulses in the converter. 

m. the averaging of the direct and quadrature sllbtransient reactances in the represen

tation of synchronous machine. 

w. the difficult representation of non-linearities, in the steady state algorithms, clue to 

the commutation and conduction periods of the converter. 

In the case of a two terminal de link represented by the conventional loadflow 

the converter transforrnel' taps are part of the variables describing the link. Previous work 

in the unit-connection described the need for an OLTC (On Line Tap Changer) at the 

rectifier transformer for a unit-connection operating under constant speed[Sankar) 1991 J. 

The generator excitation control can easily take over the task of an OLTC. 

Tappings are not required on the rectifier transformer and hence the variable aT mnst be 

ma.intained at its nominal value when representing the unit-connection using the conven

tionalloadflow. And also in this case the fast-clecoupled ae- de technique shows a number of 

ae iterations at most 50% bigger than for the ae system alone. Slightly more de iterations 

are required, however. 

This section shows the ae- de loadflows extended by the simultaneous solution 

of de equations with the fast-decoupled Newton method. However both (simultaneous 
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Figure 2.3 Simplified phasor diagram of the unit connected-generator. 
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and sequential) algorithms can also be applied with the required adaptation to the unit 

connected generation problem. 

2.4.1 Modified algorithm for varying commutating voltages 

As already indicated, the internal emf behind sub-transient reactance is not 

diTectly controllable. Instead, the generator excitation will be controlled to provide the 

specified firing angle (amin)' 

Therefore the commu tating voltage (E") will not be known in ad vance and its 

magnitude and ph,ase angle (f3), as shown in Figure 2.3, must he derived as part of the 

iterative solution. 

The conventional vectOT equation (2.8) in the rectifier end is replaced by: 

(2.23) 

Therefore seven residual equations are needed to fOTmnlate the loadflow problem 

at the rectifier end[Arrillaga et al., 1992c]. 

The t\vu hluc>'!.;(;JI';,' ·~ommon to the conventional model (with the t.il.!) 

ratio variable removed). Therefore: 

o (2.24) 
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3 
kl E" coso: -- - Xc fa 

1f 
o 

23 

(2.25) 

The next two are derived from the generator sub-transient phasor diagra.m or 
Fignre 2.3. That is: 

E Ell cos(3 - (x - x") I lp I 8·in(j3 + ¢) o (2.26) 

E" 8in(3 - (:1: :/:;11) I lp I C08({3 + ¢) o (2.27) 

In Chapter 4 the operational modes for a more accurate model will be dis

cussed. However, in this case, the modifications made to adapt the loadflow to the nnit

connection don't change the operational modes and they are the same as in an ordinary 

de link[ Arrillaga et al., 1983], except that aT now will be always specified as unity. This 

introduces a limit in the number of variables to be specified, instead of four described 

a.bove, three will be the minimum set, i.e. one in the rectifier and two in the inverter. 

A typical selection is: 

la - l? 0 (2.28) 

E - ESP 0 (2.29) 

coso: - e08O:m in 0 (2.;W) 

The three specifica.tions where chosen as an example of a minimum set and also 

to show the possibility in the model to obtain results with the internal emf, the minimum 

firing angle and the current in the link simultaneously specified. 

The described modifications to the fast-decoupled loadflow were basically efforts 

to linearize the de model which has many non-linear components. The operation modes 

of the de link has been studied thoroughly dynamic simulation with state-variable 

technique approa.ch (TCS)[Sankar, 1991]. The dynamic simulation of the unit-connection 

~ows one to obtain the accurate steady state for each desired operaL ~ conditions by 

averaging the waveforms obtained. A further idea was to develop rectifier capability charts 

using TCS to incorporate the effects of Ilon-linearities in the rectifier to be used in the 
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llnit;~cOmlE'ction. So the Transient Converter Simulation program is 

state data. for the rectifier in a more accurate algorithm. 

2.5 The TCS model 

sourcE' of 

TCS program uses a state space formulation to calculate linear and UOll~ 

circuits. The program is very flexible and accepts almost any degree of ac systems 

converter systems representation to meet the requirements of any particular study, 

e.g. of steady~state operation, sUlall disturbances, faults, etc. 

non-linear differential equations in TCS are based in the representation of 

power by a network of resistive, inductive and capacitive branches. The state 

in TCS are related to the energy stored in the magnetic fields of inductors and 

11l 

into 

of capacitors, while resistors are passive elements. Nodes are divided 

depending on the kind of elements are connected to them: 

with at least one capacitive branch connection. 

n. (3 nodes: with at least one resistive branch connection but no capacitive branch 

iii. "I nodes: nodes with only one inducti ve branch connected. 

The network is described and calculated in TCS based in node voltages and 

branch currents according respectively to Kirchoff's voltage and current law. The net

work response is function of algebraic and topological constraints, what elements are 

connected in a branch and how the branches are interconnected (branch characteristics). 

The description of the network is made by a set of first order differential equa

tions that describe and topological characteristics. These group of equa

tions derived from the previous rules constitutes the state variable technique. Using this 

approach the network is defined by following state equations: 

x [Bl:!!c + (2.31 ) 

+ [Dh (2.:32 ) 

where 

z . .;f is the vector of state variables. 

lZ. Jl. repn~8enLs the output and currents. 

m. z:.. represents a set of depeudelit 

W. 'Y!. represents the input voltage and currents. 
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Tlie variables are calculated by solving the pquRtion: 

[Ph + [Gli1c 

Thp matrices [AJ, [8], [C], [D1, [El, [Fj and [G] are the coefficient ma.trices 

compatible in case with the appropriate these matrices can be time varying 

and nOll~lil1ear fUllctiollS of x or u. 

aclvanta,ge the state variable technique is the flexibility to numerical 

lllethods of analysis and the simplicity to incorporate most types of power systems non~ 

linearities. Non-lineariti(~s are handled by TCS and they are normally function of 

current or voltage magnitude and time, 

2.5.1 The integration method 

The integra,tion algorithm in TCS was chosen based in two important cOllSid-

erations: 

z. At each switching operation (twelve per cycle per bridge) extra calculations are 

required to restart a multi-step method, 

n, Due to the [lannonic content the step length should be smaIl, in this case a simple 

method can be stable and snfficiently accurate. 

The chosen method was the trapezoidal implicit integration method. Other 

methods tested had shown propagation of truncation errors by showing a constant drift in 

some variables when the system reach steady-state. More complex integration methods, 

although more accurate, can be unstable when initial conditions are not perfectly 

known. 

Assuming that: 

y = f(t,y) (2.:34) 

where, y represents the state variable vector and t is the time, 

Using the trapezoida.J integration method the change in the state va.riable vector 

6.y for each time is equal to the integral of the area under its derivative: 

h (. . \ 
2 ,Yt+h + Yt) (2,35) 

Equation (2.:35) is a lion-linear equation in Yt+h' Depending of' the characteristic of 

ea,ch problem it can be solved by direct or iterative methods. In TCS was implemented the 

very simple, trapezoidal iterative scheme with the calculations for the nOll-state variables 

kept in separate stages and Yt+h is determined iteratively as follows: 

1. Assume Yt+h = Yt to the first estimate. 
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2. Calculate an estimate Yt+h hased on iJt+h estilllate. 

h 
Yt+h = Yt + 2" (iJt+h + iJd (2.:36) 

3. iJt+h is estimated from the current Yt+h value by: 

Yt+h = f(Yt+h,t+h) (2.37) 

4. The two previous steps are performed iteratively until convergence is obtained. Con

vergence is reached when all state variables satisfy: 

I 
j+1 J I [ 2: Yt.Lh - Yt+h 

where, E is the state variable convergence tolerance. In TCS the trapezoidal inte

gration has an additional convergence constraint which is specified to ensure the 

convergence of the state variable derivatives; 

where, Ed is the state variable derivative convergence tolerance. 

In general a maximum step length of approximately one degree of fundamental 

frequency will be sufficient to accurately rep1;esent the converter generated harmonics np 

to 2,500 Hz. Depending on the convergence performance the integration step length is 

automatically adjusted at each integration step to ensure fast convergence. 

2.5.2 Topology changes 

The instant of occurrence of parameter value or network connection changes 

need to be determined precisely to achieve an accurate simulation. There are two types of 
'i 

topological changes: those which are detected only after the event and those that can be 

predicted before the event. For example, the time for switching on a converter valve and 

the fault application are easily determined before the event. In these cases the simulation 

step size can be increased or lowered and the simulation step falls exactly on the required 

time the change is due to take place. Since the state space coefficient matrices are not 

functions of the step size, changing it does not impose a dramatic computational burden. 

On the other hand the til)JIc~ fur zero ,,'llrnmt U.I COli veri erF:l1ves and fault 

,! [;:r ,hes are not easy to predict before they uU .. uf. Hence, the prognll,l.\pcts these 

instants after they occur and linear interpolation, backwards in time, is used to reach the 

time of switching (at zero crossings). In this situation the state variables are also obtained 
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1).'1' lili('al' interpolation rather than u:;ing trapezoidal integration. Dne to the slllall SiUlU~ 

lation step size the linear interpolation sufficient accl1l'acy. TrapezoidaJ integration 

iO:' an A~stable method which despite its second order accuracy is superior to higher order 

R\lnge~ K 11 tta ill tegration methods. 

2.5.3 unit system 

In power systems analysis per unit quantities are normally used rather than ac~ 

tllal values. The program treats voltages, cllrrents and impedances with same 

of accuracy by scaling all to same relative order. Dynamic analysis evaluate instan

taneous phase quantities and their derivatives, some variables may change relatively fast 

and a large difference lllay take place between the order of a variahle and its derivative. 

Considering the sinusoid: 

x A.s·in(wt + ~&) (2.38) 

.'l wA.cos(wt + <!J) (2.:39) 

It is very clear that the relative difference in magnitude between x and i is w, 

which may be substantial in SOllle cases. Therefore a base frequency Wo is defined. Then 

the state variables are changed by a factor Wo and this requires the formulation ofreactance 

and susceptance instead of inductance and capacitance matrices, with the integration now 

being with respect to electrical angle ra.ther than time. 

Equations (2.40) and (2.41) give the formulation for flux in the inductors a11d 

energy stored in the capacitors, both state variables in TCS. 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

where: 

l/.: is the iuductance 

X 1k is the inductive reactance 

Ck is the capacitance 

Bq is the capacitive susceptance 

Wo the base angular frequency 
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2,5.4 Initial conditions 

At the start of the simulation the state variables reqmre initial values, To 

be correct, the simulation SllOUJd start from a de-energized however, a problem in 

tlds case can the computCLtionally prohibitive start-up time, Results from a loaclftow 

program are better initial conditions. In case of direct connected schemes loadfiow 

can not provide exact initial conditions sillce detailed synchronous machine and converter 

modelling are involved. In the of the set up of initial conditions become 

very critical since the initial conditions from a loadflow is a fundamental frequency analysis 

only. 

A preliminary dynamic simulation uses a suitable loadflow starting point. Even 

wit.h known approximations, it is time consuming to obtain the dc>sired steady state 

operating point. Once obtained this information can be stored and used as initial condi~ 

Lions for future dynamic analysis of the system. 

cOT/,ditl;ons. 

preliminary study provides dynam'ic 

The initial conditions can be evaluated from magnitude of the initial tran~ 

sient before the system to the steady state operating point. The quality of the initial 

conditions is assessed hy performing the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) on the resulting 

steady state waveforms. This practice allows the inspection of funclameutal and harmonics 

of voltages and currents. The practice that dynamic initial conditions are always 

better than the user entered loadflow data. is very important for direct-connection 

simulation since the dynamic initial conditions contains harmonic information a,s opposed 

to magnitudes and angles at nominal frequency only. 

Along with the initial conditions, the controls also should be carefully assessed 

since they contribute in speed accuracy to obtain the correct operating point. The 

HV de controller dynamics have been included in TCS [Sankar, 1991] as user defined 1110cl~ 

ular control system blocks with arithmetic, logic and transfer functions. 

2.6 HV de controls in TCS 

feature enables the simulation of feedback controllers in a separate data 

and was an important contribution to dynamic simulation by improving the represen 

tation of the control system. accurate quantitative prediction of converter and ac-dc 

system stability requires not only a time domaiu simulation of the complete hut 

tlw representation in detail of the controls and power systems components. 

Thp HV dc controls in TCS f'llow a strict hierarchical organizatlon and they a.re 

classified as: 

~. Thyristor and valve control. 
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Excitation 
control 

sp 
Vd 

Vd 
measured 

const. 

Figur(, 2.4 The synchronous machine excitation control. 

n. Converter control. 

m. Pole control. 

iv. Bipole and station controL 

2~) 

The HV de controls in TCS are very flexible and ean be changed completely 

from one application to another. Dnring the test case design it was necessary to try a 

number of different control possibilities, with different combination of control parameters. 

The closed loop responses (time and frequency) of the control depends directly 011 the size 

and type of the synchronous machine and converter in the system. 

As well as the rectifier current and extinction angle controllers, a synchronous 

machine excitation control should be used in the direct-connection case. The reason 

for this extra control is that the excitation required by the synchronous machine in the 

direct connected configuration must be correct for the specified operation of the generator

converter. The excitation can not be predicted in advance. 

2.6.1 The synchronous machine excitation control 

The control system to change the excitation in the unit conneCh u generator

converter to give the same power as in the conventional HV de generation scheme is shown 

in Figure 2.4. 
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A detailed block diagram i:wd data of the excitation control is 

where is the measured rectifier de voltage and is the (specified) de voltage, 

The control scheme is turned on after a delay of another 'IT radians (approxillLatp!y 10 

cycles) enough for the system to reach the required state operation point. EFD 1 

is a constant initial excitation and EFDO is the excitation obtained wit.h tile feedback 

control enabled. This is the 

initial condition. 

Note that the excitation 

even when the simnlation starts from a dynamic 

modelled here does not have to accurately 

represent the actual excitation system by the generator when it is llsed for the 

purposes of this work. Its inclusion is only necessary to ensure an accurate steady state 

operating point. 
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App Fast decoupled loadflow 

genera.lized Newtoll~RaphsOll solutiollmethod hased on clecouplecl prinei 

is largely nsed for the solution of the non-linear equations involved ill loaclftow ca.lculation. 

Appendix 2.B shows the basics of Newton-Raphson solution method. 

Furt her de.velopmel1ts 

tical system, the both real and 

assumptions from properties of a prac-

parts of the Jacobian in the decoupled NewtOll 

loaclflow can be made constant in value. The meaning is that they need to be triangulated 

only Ollce per solution and for a particular network topology. 

The real and reactive power equations in an arbitrary noele i connected to a 

node j in network are reproduced in the following equations: 

Qi 

Vi 
ic.i 

Vi L Vj (Gij $inq)ij + Hij c084>i)) 
icj 

(2.42) 

(2.4:3) 

The loadflow can simplified by directly relating voltages to powers through the 

n tilization of series approxinlations in the equations (2.42) and (2.43) [Peterson ct aL, 1972]' 
,p3 </>2 

where 8in¢ ¢ - (5 and C08¢ 1 - 2' 

The equations, for all buses, can be expressed in a simplifieel matrix formulation 

as: 

[AJ [¢] (2.44 ) 

[C] [V] [QJ (2.45) 

where Panel Q are the terms of real and reactive power respectively and 

Ai; = Vi 

~4i} ~ , i =J j 

Cii 

, i =J j 
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is the tap ratio if a tra.nsi'orlller is ill the branch between llodes i and j. 

A possible ll10difica,tioll whicll a.lso to th8 fast decoupl8d method is to 

convert the equation ) to: 

where 

Aii-

and [AJ becomes constant in value. 

'~B 
.L.t'J 

A similar direct method ca.n be obtained from the decoupled voltage vectors in 

the two following equations: 

[ IJ (TJ [4>1 (2.46) 

[J] [U] [V Vol (2.47) 

where for the slack node 4>0 0 and Vi Vo. The values of Ii and Ji give the real and 

reactive power and [1'J a.nd [C] are given by 

(2.48) 

(2.4 9) 
JWl 

1 

Xij 
(2.50) 

y. 
1) (2.51) 

JWl 

In this case [U] is constant and need be triangulated only once for a sollltlon. 

[1'] is recalculated and triangulated each itera.tion. Equations (2.46) and (2.47) are solved 

alternately nntil a solution is obta.ined. 
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as 

EquCl,tiollS (2.46) and 

where [L:.P] 
1) , 

[L:. I] and [L:. Q / 

7) call be solved by expressing the Jacobian 

(2.5:2) 

[L:.J]. T and U are defined in equations .48)~ 

In equation the values of K are very small can be neglected, then: 

[L:.P] = [T] (2.53) 

[L:.Q /V] [U] [L:. Vl (2.54) 

which is the decoupled version. 

If II,; Vi are made equal to 1.0 p.u., becomes constant and need be 

triangulated only once. The same simplification can also be applied to the decouplecl 

voltage vectors and Newton's method in equations (2.53) (2.54). 

The most used clecoupledloaclfiow is that based on the Jacobian for the :'\ewton 

method[Stott, 1972]. 

w here the submatrices H, N, J, L form the complete J aco bian matrix. 

For the clecouplecl algorithm the sub-matrices N am1 .J are neglected, the.y rep

resen t a weak coupling between P ~ ¢ and Q V, then from eqnation (2.55) the following 

decoupled eqnatio"J,ls can be obtained. 

[L:. P] [H] [L:.<i>] (2.56) 

[L:.QJ = [L] [L:. Vl 

It is known that the equations are unstable when far from the (C'xact 

solution due to nOll-lineal'ities in the functions. Improvement ill the convergence 

call be obta.llJed using a technique proposed by Stott[71] tu equ<Ltioli (2J)I) I.he 

current-mismatch f'or.. in the following equation. 

[ L:.I] [IJI [L:. If] (2.58) 
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Dividing the band side of equations (2.56) and (2.57) 

V: 

[,6.P/II] [AJ [,6.¢] (2 . .19) 

[6.Q/II] = [,6.IIJ (2.60) 

The equations are solved iteratively using the most up to date values of \/ q) 
available. The matrices [AJ and [C] are sparse, non-symmetric in value and both functions 

of V and ¢. 

To further speed up the solution more approximations haw: been adopted re-

sulting in an algorithm generally referred to as the decoupled loadtlow 

The following assumptions can be made: 

1.0 p.u. 

ZZ. ~ Bij, hence G can he ignored, in general for the transmission lines the 

reactance/resistance ratios are bigger than unity. 

m. cos( ¢i )~1.0 and sin(¢i )~O.O since angle differences across the transmission 

lines are small nncler Ilormalloading conditions. 

This leads to: 

(2.61) 

of order (N-l) 

of order (N-M), where the elements of E are 

iwj 

and Bi] are the imaginary parts of the admittance matrix, N is the numher of nodes 

and M is the number of branches. Further simplification can be luacle by neglecting branch 

resistances in the calculation of the elements of [El. 

An improvement over equations (2.61) and (2.62) is based on the c1ecoupled 

e.quations (2.59) a.nd (2.60) which has non-linear defining functiolls. Applying the 

same assumptions listed before, the following equations cau be obtained 
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(2,6:3) 

[6.Q/V] [B*][6. V] (2.64) 

A number of improvements make this method very successful: 

t. the elimination from Jacobian in equation (2.(:);3) of the representation of the network 

elements that predominantly affect reactive power flow, e.g. shunt reactances 

and off-nominal in-phase transformer taps. The series resistances of lines is also 

neglected. 

Zl. the elimination from the Jacobian in equation (2.64) of the 

wheTe 

The resulting fast clecoupled loadflow equations are then, 

[i",.QjV] [B"][i",. 

B' 
" 

Bt 
I) 

B" .. u 

1 
I: .. 
.. Xl) 
IWJ 

1 . -I- . 
,Z I J 

'" B· L... 1,7 

ZWj 

B" ij = - B ij , ·i 1: j 

of phase 

(2.65) 

(2.66) 

The matrices B' and B" are real and are of order (N-l) and (N-M) respectively. 

B" is symmetric in value and so is B' if phase shifters are ignored. The elements of the 

matrices are const~nt and Deed to be evaluated and triangulated only once for a network. 

Changes in system configuration easily affect the solution , (wcl while 

adjusted solutions take many more iterations these are short in time and the overall 

"olution time lS still 10w[Bodger, 1977]. Figure 2.6 shows the diagram for the fast 

clecoupled 

The fast c1ecoupled loaclflow can be used in optimization studies for a network 

and pin ticularly useful for accurate informatioll of both real and reactive power for 

multiple loc,dtiow 'lJies, as in contingency evaluation for system security assessment. 

Hence, its application has extended to the monitoring and control in real-time of 

voltages, real and reactive power flow in system. 
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Figure 2.6 Flow diagram for the fast decoupled loadflow algorithm. 
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Appendix The Newton-Raphson Solution hod 

TIti::; wlution method is an iterative proceclure which enables a v('ctor. J', 1.0 be 

found which the equation: 

o (2.67) 

Considering the single variable case of: 

f(x) 0 

then an approximation Xi, at any iteration i, which is in error 6:Vi from the true 

solution, we can state: 

o (2.69 ) 

Enlarging the previous equation using Taylor's HVU">Hl provides: 

f(x;) + (2.70 ) 

If the error 6Xi is smalJ 

Consequently: 

the terms in (6xd!, where n > 1 and integer, can 

f( o 1) 

or 

- f(Xi) 
1 

(2.72) 

A new estimate for variable Xi can be obtained 

Equation (2.71) is usualJy written as 

f(;1: i) (2.74) 

In the multi~variable case with N equations III ;.r unknowns, x is a vector of 

dimension .1'\ and .J, the .J acobiall, is a sq uare matrix N x ;.r of first order partial differentials 

of the fUllctions F(:c). Jacobian represents the of the tangent whiclt 

approximate the function 

by: 

Jkm 
8F1 
8xm 

9711 ud its elements are defined 

(2.75) 
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Tlt(' lllPtliod \vorks by estimating va.lues of Xi, ca.lcuJating i) anc! [.1 j from 

tliesf' esti solvillg for iJ by: 

[6Xi] (2,76) 

a.nd using to obtain a ter estimate of [Xi], This process is iterated to conver-

gence which is clf'termined when [6x,j is less than a givel1 tolerance, 
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App 2C Cornponent Inodels in s 

The program is backed a large library of power lllodols, TIle COlll-

ponent models used in the test system by the pragranl are: 

.. Transformers. 

Equivalent ac system sources. 

<!J "hunt elements. 

~ Static converter. 

$ Detailed synchronous machine modeL 

(1) Transformers 

The traditional tran"fol'mer equivalent circuit involving a series impedance is 

not suitable for a full three phase dynamic analysis different magnetic circuits 

offer different impedances to the current components, a,nd the phase shifts inherent in the 

different connections need to be present, especially when it is coupled to static converters. 

Figure 2.7 represents a phase transformer as it is used in TCS. Neglecting 

Iron , the transformer can be represented basically of two magnetically coupled coils 

represented in terms of self (Lll ,L22 ) and mutual (L12 ,L2r) inductances, the basic elements 

of a three phase transformer. rrhe matrix equation for the model is: 

[ ~ 1 [ 
Lll L12 

£.21 L22 
(2.77) 

The numerical relationship (in p.u.) between the inductance and the 

J'eact.a,nce (X[a) in the model is: 

(2.78) 

The three-pha,se transformer model a. Y - I!' connection shows equa,l 

nnt trLH' in th,' case of a, Y - .6. C01111ec-

tion[Watson, 1987]. 

The generator transformer a,ud the converter tra,nsformer data for the systems 

11se{\ a.re given in Appendices 3.A 5.A. 
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2 

cP 
L12 - L 21 

Figure 2.7 Single phase transformer modeL 

(2) Equivalent ac system sources 

Sometimes due to the size of the power system involved in the simulation 

it is necessary to use an ac equivalent to lesser the complexity. But the ac system 

equivalent should still be sufficiently accurate, a number of options are already avail

able[\t\Tatson, 1987]. An ac system equivalent model, as in Figure 2.8, was used as an ac 

source in the inverter side of the HVdc link to the proposed direct connected scheme. 

(3) Static shunt elements 

, 
Static series elements are used in this work to represent the presence of filters 

in the conventional ac-dc connection of a synchronous generator and COllverter. Figure 2.9 

show the types of shunt and series elements used to build the req\lin~d system, other types 

of component models are also available in TCS[vVatson, 1987]. 

(4) Static senes elements 

These elements follow the same representation as in the shunt elements, with 

the exception that the components <l,re connected between phases. This make possihlp 

the representation of 6. connected loads, circuit breakers, smoothing reactors and oLlle!' 

components. Topology constraints from TeS structure[Barros, 1976] must be taken in 

account, when using these elements. 
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(i-a) Ls 
a 

Figure 2.8 Single a.c system equivalents 

(5) Static converters 

The basic TeS converter model is formed by a converter transformer a six pulse 

Graetz bridge configuration with a smoothing reactor[Barros, 1076]. valves, in the 

converter model, are represented by switches which conIlect the smoothing reactor with 

the converter secondary according to the valve conduction states. 

Six and twelve pulse converter models are the 12 consists 

of two six pulse bridges connected in series in the de side. Connection to the ac side 

is made thr011gh a Y - Y / y - L:. COllverter transformer respectively. alTaI] gelllen t 

provides the shift required in a 12 pulse operation. 

(6) Detailed synchronous machine model 

terminal voltage is far fro1ll sinusoidal in the presence of a converter, in 

case phase-variable representation is necessary. The handling of order harmonics, 
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Figure 2.9 Representation of filters as sta~ic shunt and series elements ill TCS. 
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Figure 2.10 Syncllronous machine model. 
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;tS.YlllIllPtri('c;. (\i::;L01ti01l (,trect.s n.nd nOIl-linearilies become ill this case 3.11 important 

sin ce t au' present in machines \ pro blems which die state variable mod el can 

1\ voiding the. transformation to three phase quantities at each tillle step 

the extra calculations by the time varying inductances in the 

phase-variable model 

Manufacturer's data iII the two axis d-q-o form luust be transformed to phase 

quantities a,b and c. Although dq-o lllode.l is retained for tht:: rotor circuitry fitting 

winding arrangement and geometry of the machine. The rotor position is specified 

relatively to phase a the direction of rotation of the field specified as 

positive. 

When writing differential eq11 , the machine is treated as a motor and the 

terminal voltage may then be expressed in matrix form as follows[Barros, 1976]: 

(2.79) 

where: 

w :~~ is the 3,ngular velocity 

[LgJ [Le,J is a 6 x6matrix, 

and: 

Lg = [OJ which is named in the literature as the torque matrix. 

The dimension of the machine model is dependent on the number of damper 

circuits to be illcluded in the rotor representation. For dynamic modelling two damper 

circuits can be implemented, one aligned with the quadrature axis and the other with the 

direct axis. 
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Appendix Formulation for the rectifier ac terrninai 

An accnrate power fimv solutioll of the Unit-Connection scheme requin~s the use 

tillle domain calculated rectifier characteristics[A rrillaga et 01., 1992h], However for a 

pr0.iimiuary comparison of the characteristics of Uuit and Group cOllnected schemes the 

conventional a.e-de stead,V state power flow provides all the relevant information, By as

suming that all the generators in service have identical characteristics and are equally 

loaded, they can represented as a single equivalent machine. Wi th reference to Fig

ure 2.11 the fictitious bus behind the machine's sub-transient reactance is as the slack 

busbar on the rectifier side of the load flow solution and the sub-transient voltage is used 

as the commuta.ting voltage for the converter. However the cOllnuutating voltage (E") is 

not known in advance and its magnitude and phase are obtained as part of the ac-dc load 

flow solution. 

The vector of independent variables of the converter model is: 

(2.80) 

Those are interrelated by the following residual equations: 

R(1) 1) 

R(2) (2.82) 

(2.83) 

R( 4) control equat'ion (2.84) 

R(') ) contr 01 equation (2.H5) 

where "kl = 3if2(rr. 

Valid converter control specifications are: COil verter transformer tap, de vol tage, 

de current, minimum firing angle and de power transmission. 

To solve for thp five variables of equation (2.80) two of them must he specified. 

In the absence of on-load tap changer in the rectifier side, the tap is considered fixed and 

the variable a is specified as unity. The second specification willllormally be the de power. 

However, once the con tro1 angle 0: reaches the minim um level 0' min) this value s houlcl he 

fixed and becomes the second specification instead of power. \Vith fixed firing angle the 

possibility to control power by increasing or lowering 0' will he lost[Kimbark, 1971], 

The iH,orporatioll of the converter equations into the ac-de power flow solutio is well 

docllmented and is based in the algorithm described in Arrillaga[83]. 
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Figure 2.11 Rectifier ac side for the unit-connectioll. 



Chapter 3 

IN A s 
o PLA 

3.1 Introduction 

Among the many possibilities of connecting groups of generator- HV dc converteJ' 

three have been the object of analysis and economic comparisons, These are the unit

connection series and parallel connected, shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 and the group

connection, shown in Figure 3.4. These arrangements will be discussed ill this chapter 

with emphasis on their characteristics at both the rectifier and inverter sides. 

The rectifier and inverter characteristics also depend very much of the a,e system 

impedance at both ends of the de link. weaker the ae system, the more difficult it 

becomes to ensure appropriate damping and stability at the natural frequencies of the 

line and terminal equipment[Stovall, 1987J. Figure ;3.1 shows the change in inclination in 

the inverter characteristic with the commutation impedance in the ac system. Variable 

excitation will avoid the early drop iu the de transmission voltage, provided that the 

excitation is not at its maximulll. Only one set of curves with fixed excitation has been 
~ 

used in this work to demonstrate the feasibility of the mode1. Fixed excitation is just 

one limit for the capability charts, although in this work fixed excitation has been used, 

an extra set of curves would be necessary for each different excitation to allow variable 

excitation ill the Equiva.lent Inverter model. 

A rectifier system may contain several generators, SOHle of which may be removed 

from service as the power transmission reduces[lngram, . Such policy, while ensuring 

efficient generation, may result in poor transmission efficiency when applied to the series 

unit connected schemes because the de volta.ge is proportional to the number of units 

connected in series. It is assumed in all the vroposed configurations that the iLlverter is 

a single 12 pulse converter with filters. This is to ensure that a direct comparison of the 

different rectifier configurations can be made. 
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weak system 
..(--

1.0 pu ______ \ ________ _ 

strong system 

t.O pu 

Figure 3.1 Regulation characteristics of an inverter. (V d = direct voltage and [d = direct 

3.1.1 Series and parallel unit connected configuration 

In the series arrangement, as shown in Figure 3.2, a11 the converters carry the 

same direct current. Power control and protection in case of de line-to-ground faults are 

simple and can be very easily. Faults are eliminated by blocking one converter 

and by-pa.ssing thp other. The converter group rating with rather high current (total 

current in the link) and moderate de voltage (a fraction of the voltage per pole) allows an 

economical 

If series operates in a bipolar configuration the au of one unit onl.\' 

ca.uses an asymmetry in pole-to-ground voltages and a slight reduction in transmission 

efficiency can be observed. No current will flow to earth. operation at partial load 

with only some of 

and de voltage. 

U~LLHL',F, canses a significant reduction in 

keeps the current high and the are 

efficienc.y 

In de par<1'llel connection, as shown in Figure ;j.;~, cOllverLer needs its 

own current fur flexibility, it is not mandatory parallel converter 

contribute with the sallIe amount of current to the de link. operation demands 

balance control to suppress power oscillations between the units) this can achieved by 
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r 

2 

y L1 

n 

Figure 3.2 Generator-converter plant: unit connect.ed generation with series counection. 

properly setting the sensitivity of the speed governors to load variations in order to avoid 

hunting between machines and to obtain the desired power sharing. The protection against 

any kind of fault is somewhat sophisticated due to the required inter-group coordination. 

In this case the protection should be coordinated to eliminate the fault simultaneously. 

The converter group rating with low direct current and the full de pole voltage leads to 

high construction costs, due to the necessary increase in de. insulation and nnmber of 

thyrist~rs in series. 

The cOlllmutation reactance of unit connected generation with the parallel con

nection doesn't change and the de voltage remains invariant with the removal of machines. 

In this ca~e the removal of machines doesl1 't pose any threat to the normal operation of 

the link in the inverter end for low power conditions. 

3.1.2 Group connected configuration 

In the group connection arrangement, as shown in Figure 3.4 all the units are 

paralleled at a COUllIlon ac busba1'. The design provides for efficient generation and trans

mission. Although the size of the cOll~erter transformers and bridges are much larger in 

the group-connection a trade-off f'xists between size and number of units when comparing 

the group-connection with the eq uivalent unit connected system. In this case the cost and 

size of spare units also play an important role in the decision to choose one or another 

configuration. 
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2 

n 

Figure 3.3 Generator-converter plant: unit connected generation with parallel connection. 

3.l.3 Comparison between unit and group connections 

A de series connection is chosen for comparison between unit and group-connection 

schemes. This is because of the previously mentioned properties of the series and parallel 

arrangements. So the more economic and simpler configurations of Figures :3.2 and :3.:3 

were assumed to show the characteristics and operational problems when compared with 

the group connection in Figure :3.4. Moreover, transmission voltage reductions caused by 

the disconnection of units at the rectifier end in the unit-connection configuration will 

immediately be followed by corresponding firing angle advances at the inverter end which 

require extra VAr compensation increasing operational costs. This problem would be 

overcome if the number of bridges and their sizes at the inverter were the same as at the 

sending ends. This may well be an uneconomic design when the sending end consists of 

many units. 

The above problems should not affect the direct group-connection of generators 

to HVdc converters as can be seen in Figure :3.4, because in this case all the generators 

are paralleled at a common converter busbar, and all the converter units in series remain 

in service following generator removals. Further insight in the group connection can be 

obtained from the pros and cons for this configuration. 

The advantages of each connection relative to the other are given below: 

The group-connection: 

z. has an efficient energy transfer at all power transmission levels, i.e. its able to trans-
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1 : r.n 

n "'-' J----I 

Figure 3.4 Generator-converter plant: group connected generation. 

mit at nominal voltage and reduced current when some generators are disconnected; 

has a greatly reduced number converter bridges permitting a conventional con-

verter configuration, i.e. the same on both sides of the HV dc link; 

eliminates possible harmonic intermodulation effects between individual unit groups; 

zv. permits efficient inversion regardless of the number of generators in service permit

ting the operation of the inverter at optilnal firing angles, without the need for 

unrealistic OLTC (On-Line Tap-Changer) ranges. 

The advantages of unit-connection are: 

L lower SCR (Short-Circuit Ratio) at the generator's bus which reduces the cost of 

switchgear; 

ZL the commutation reactance is kept constant wIlen individual generators are discon

nected. With the link power setting reduced in the same proportion of the outage 

of each unit in unit-connection the scheme can always be kept at maximulll overall 

efficiency. 

m. the converters have the same current rating and protection against faults can be 

performed easily. 

Uutil recently the group connection has not heen taken seriously by eIlPrg;y utili

ties. It is noted however, that at Bellmore the station can operate as a group-COllhection in 

emergencies and dnring ac filter maintenance. This is due to the conservative design of the 

station. As in all new technology, the extended electric utility industry moves cautiously 
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it! <Ieee]) illlLOvaLions[Woodl'ord ct al., 1989]. This is mainly to tile hannonit' 

tOl'Lions ill the collllIlutation process in the non-filtered COllverter whicil how the ac 

equipment should be designee! or adapted to handle those non-linearities. The economic 

aspect also plays an important role in the decision of adopt this configuration, 

AL a time when direct connection is being considered by researchers [Bowles, 1981] 

[Krislmayya, 1987]' it is important to cmnpare the operating of the two 

aJternatives, i,e. unit and group configurations. The results of this illvestiga,tion are 

described in this chapter. 

3.2 R.ectifier characteristics 

Figures 3.2-3.4 display the basic components of the unit-connection connected 

in series and parallel and the group-connection arrangement respectively. For the purposes 

of this comparison, it is assumed that both uuit and group schemes have generators 

which are identical and equally excited. It is not implied that normal operation will be at 

constant excitation. 

If r is the converter transformer ratio of the unit-connection, then to clerive the 

same nominal power, the corresponding ratio for 

to be r 7!., where n is the number of possible 

U sing as a power base the nominal 

reactance of the unit-connection bridges 

or 

x c 

group-connection transformers neecls 

in the pla,nt. 

of one generator, the commutation 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

in ohms, where x B 

the transformer. 

VJI ivJV AB, with VB being the base voltage at the primary side of 

The de voltage of a twelve bridge unit is: 

v" :>. [ 3V2 E" 7' cos 0: 
1r 

(:3.:3 ) 

and assuming that lJl Figure 3.2 all the generators have the :i:llue voltage Vn , tlte total de 

voltage output v.;ith Ii;, ";J,tors in service is: 

(3.4) 
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Figure 3.5 Characteristics for the unit connected generation at the rectifier end. 

I.e. the vol tage ou tpu t is always proportional to the number of generators in service. 

In this case the open circuit voltage reduces with the number of generators l1l 

service. However the commutation reactance remains invariant and the voltage regulation 

does not change with the connected number of generators. 

The removal of machines results in a proportional reduction in voltage and power 

with a small decrease in current for a constant power control. In Figure :3.5 points (a) to 

(1') indicate nominal operation of the system when changing the llum bel' of machines 

III service from 6 to 1 respectively. This variation occurs because of the nOll-Unearities in 

converter constant firing angle characteristic combined with an hyperbolic constant 

power characteristic. It is implicit in this case with almost constant de current that the 

firing angle increase in the rectifier and inverter following the removal of machines. 

Using the same power base, the comllmtatiolI reactance of the group-connection 

bridges with no generators ill service is: 

(:3.5 ) 

')r 

(3.6) 
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Figure 3.6 Characteristics for the group-connected generation at the rectifier end. 

P 
1 

in ohms, and the total de voltage of the group-connection is: 

3)2 . 3 x" 2 Xt 
2 [ -- E" r n cos Q - - (. + ) ;,; B (1' 

K K ns n 
(3.7) 

Equation (3.7) shows that for a given excitation no-load voltage output remains 

invariant regardless of the number of generators in service. However, the second term of 

the eq nation depends on 11s and therefore the slope of the voltage regulation increases 

with fewer generators in service. 

For the group-connection in Figure 3.6 the removal of machines callses a propor

tional reduction in current and power with a small increase in voltage (points a, b, c. .. ). 

This variatioll occurs because of the non-linearities in the COllverter constant firing angle 

characteristic combined with an hyperbolic constant power characteristic. It is implicit 

in this case with almost constant de voltage that the firing angle slightly at. the 

rectifier and inverter following the removal of machines. 

modified ae-dc load flow, is used to derive the rectifier characteristics of the 

1111it a.ud glOlllJ cunnect-1om. vector of seven independent variables l'equi fur the 

converter model was descrih",d Id lr;;,i~ioll (2.23). 

The results for the test system specified in the Appendix ;3.A are shown in Fig-

ures 3.5 and 3.6. machines aTe removed to simula.te operating conditions of a six 
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Table 3.1 Typical hydro-generator unit loading conditions. 

generator hydraulic power plant directly connected to a de link for different loading con

ditions. A typical hydro-generator loading condition is given in Table 3.1. In this case the 

table shows that it is delivering less tha,n 100% of its power for 40% of its total operating 

time. The loading condition for the entire power plant is relevant in this case, but a typi

cal data is difficult to define, since its importance in the system is function of its size and 

system size. 

vVith all the generators in service the unit and group configurations follow the same 

characteristic. In both cases the intersection of this curve and the maximum specified 

power level (P 6 = 520 MW) (Le. point (0,)) determines the operating current required 

(Le. 1.16 kA in the test system). At a reduced power setting (Ps = 430 MW) and 

with one generator removed, the unit and group characteristics are different, giving rise 

to operating points (b) in Figure :3.5 (1.15 kA) and Figure :3.6 (0.955 kA), the latter 

requiring less current and thus resulting in better transmission efficiency. Although the 

commutation voltage is larger in the case of the group-connection, reduced open circuit 

voltage of the unit-connection demands more current for a given power setting. Table 3.2 

shows the maximum power at the receiving end for each number of lllcLchines in operation. 

Funther generator removals result i 11 operating points (c) 1 (d), (e) and (f) in Fig

ures 3.5 and a.6. Figurp 3.6, for the group-connection, shows small variations in the voltage 

due variations in commutation reactance as the units are removed from service. These 

variations are consistent with equations (3.5) and (:3.6). For the points shown previously 

the cnrrents in Figure 3.5 are respectively: 1.125 kA, 1.1 kA, 1.09 kA and 1.01 kA. In 

Figure 3.6 the currents for the same points are: 0.75 kA, 0.55 kA, 0.35 kA and 0.15:3 

kA. The curved lines are the ValId characteristics for the rectifier in Figure 3.5 (unit

connection) and Figure 3.6 (group~connection) and for the inverter in Figure ;3. 7 (unit a.ueI 

gr01I p-connection). 

A conventional inverter configuration is assumed at the receiving end of the 

link. In this case the operational and power characteristics can reveal the possibilities and 

restrictions with the removal of machines so far ignored in the diTect connection analysis. 
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Figure 3.7 Characteristics for tile ullit and group-collnected .gener alion at the ill verter cud. 

3.3 Inverter characteristics 

In Figure 3.7 the constant power cha.radr-rictics iUP combined witll inverter 

constant extinction angle characteristics for the same operating points described in th~ 

previous section. The curves take into account the effect of de line resistance. 

Each generator is taken out of service in tum, only after none of its capacity is 
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Figure 3.8 Power characteristics for the unit-connected generation at the inverter end. 

needed anymore. Points b, c, el, e and f in Figures :3.8 and :3.9 represent the maximulll 

POWt:1l' for reduced numbers of generators. In the unit-connection case a gradual reduction 

ill the number of generating units transfers the constant current control from the rectifier 

to the inverter end which then operates with increasing firing angle advances and reduced 

power factors. This is illustrated in ,Figure 3.8 which shows re.active versus active power 

levels at the inverter for different numbers of unit-connected machines at the rectifier 

The difference between the reactive demands with 6 and 15 machines is small because the 

complete range of tap variation is first llsed to delay the extra reactive demand with olle 

machine disconnected. Once the tap change range is exhausted such demand increases 

fast. For instance in this particular case when changing from G to 4 machines the inverter 

reactive power increases from about 210 IvlVAr to ;320 MVAI'. 

The solution to avoid the extra VAR requirements in inverter end as shown 

111 Figure :3.8 is to use the same series unit connected configuration at the rectifier and 

inverter ends. Under normal operation the number of bridges at end will be the 

same. A large OLTC will not be necessary but the cost of the inverter station will 

be larger. When operating at reduced voltage the transmission efficiency of the de lin1, 

will he lower. 

On the other hand the grouIJ-connection permits overatioIl with fewer generating 

nnits in service while reducing the inverter reactive power demand. is illustrated in 

Figure 3.9 where the reactive versus active power characteristics with different number 
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Figure 3.9 Power characteristics for the group-connected generation at the inverter end. 

of machines are practically coincident. In this case a 3.2 % tap variation of the inverter 

end transformers can accommodate the small voltage regulation caused by the increased 

commutation reactance at the rectifier end. 

3.4 Efficiency considerations 

The following discussion relies on research work uncleTtaken by Mr. S. Mac

Donald as part of his Doctorate studies. 

3.4.1 Turbine efficiency 

If the station is designed a fixed speed turbine operation in order to generate 

power at the nominal frequency (Le, .50 or 60 Hz.), optimum turbine torque varies with 

the water head leveL Therefore in the absence of other possible considerations justifyi.ng 

efficient power transmission, minimum water utilization will be achieved by varying 

such power with the water head leveL This implies the disconnection of turbine-generator 

groups at reducing power levels. 

The performance characteristics of the 90 MW hydro turbines of the Pan Jia Kou 

scheme[Jaquet, 1986] are used to illustrate this effect. For a water head of 86 meters, 

the turbine efficiency (7]t) versus power (F) curve for a power range between 4.5 and 90 
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M,\'V can he approxima.ted by the following :Vd order polynomial 

71t ~. 0'(H:35 p3 + 1,1620 p2 - 0.4151 P + 0.9220 (3.8) 

with 'fIt being the turbine efficiency in pu and P the power of one unit in p'u at 90 M\V 

power base. 

3.4.2 Transmission efficiency 

The de line voltage is the critical factor affecting transmission efficiency. By 

comparison the generator, transformer and converter plant efficiencies are high and prac

tically constant. Thus for the purpose of this comparison the efficiency of an IIV dc trans

mission line can be expressed as: 

11,. , 
(3.9) 7/1 

As shown in equations (3.:3) and (:3.4) the voltage of a unit connected scheme is 

proportional to the number of units in service, and the de voltage in each pole of the 

transmission line at the rectifier end is given by: 

( ns ) 11: 
2 n 

(:3.10) 

The transmission Ijne efficiency of a unit connected scheme is then: 

(:3.11 ) 

Similarly, Figure 3.6 shows that the rectifier voltage output of a group connected 

scheme reluains practically constant regardless of the number of generators in service, and 

the t1'ansn\1ssion line efficiency in this case becomes: 

P 
Rd (\/2 ) 

r 
(3.12) 

3.5 Test system efficiencies 

The test system, descrihed in the Appendix :3.A, consists of six generators 

connected to an HVc1c link. Tile nominal voltage and current rating of the 500 km line 

are 270 k V and 1.2 kA respecti vely and the line resistance 11.86 ohms. The overall 

operating efficiency results from the combined effect of turbine and transmission efficiency 

components, i.e. 
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1]t U 

for the unit-connection, and 

1]t
G 

for the ?;roup-connection. 

U 
17t 171 (:3,13) 

0,14) 

For the turbine characteristic repres.~nted by equation (3.8) the overall efficiencies 

versus power with one to six machines in s{~rvice are shown in Figure 3.10. 

With fewer units in service, the transmission efficiency reduction in the case of 

the unit-connection predominates. The opr osite effect occurs with the group-connection, 

where the nominal de voltage can be maint2,ined with lower powers and machine numbers. 

Hence the group-connection provide3 higher overall operating efficiencies with re

ducing powers. 

Regarding unit-connection performance, the crossings between the efficiency curves 

III Figure :3.10 (i.e. points A, B and C) indicate the power boundaries for the number 

of units to be used at maximum efficiency (even though the efficiencies are considerably 

lower than for the group-connection). Howlwer these points occur at power levels beyond 

the capability of the machines. Moreover, Figure 3.8 has shown that for reducing active 

power levels, operation with fewer machine.3 demands increasing reactive power provision 

at the inverter end, a condition unlikely to be acceptable. 

3.6 Conclusions 

The conventional ae-de steady "tate formulation, used in loadflows, has been 

modified to analyze HV dc loadflows with unit connected and/or group connected generator 
~ 

converter in-feeds. 

The modified HVdc loadflow formuhtion as described in Chapter 2 has been lIsed 

in this chapter to obtain the characteristics at the sending anel receiving enels for unit and 

group connected configurations. 

The characteristics of nnit and grOllp HVdc connected generation have been de

rived for a wide range of operating powers. Although there is no difference between the 

alternative configurations when all the genErators are in service, the transmission voltages 

of the unit-connection deteriorate fast with fewer generators in service resulting in low 

transmission efficiencies. Moreover, operation with reduced generators in service requires 

a transfer of power control to the inverter .md, which increases substantially the reactive 

power demand at that end. 
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Figure 3.10 Comparison of overall e nciency of the unit and group-connected generation 

Group-connection presents no problems in this respect, being capable of maintaining 

the required transmission voltage wit It fewer generators in service and thus providing 

efficient transmission at different poweI levels. The group-connection also permits efficient 

inversion without the need for unrealistic on load tap change ranges. 

The effect of turbine efficiencies taking into account the hydro water levels has been 

incorporated in the overall comparisolJ to define the optimal operating strategies in each 

case. 

It is recognized that factors otber than optimulll efficiency may dictate the power 

transmission levels via HYdc link but if water conservation becomes a critical factor (such 
• as the likelihood of frequent dry years) the above considerations may influence the decision 

on the type of direct connection to be selected. 
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Appendix 3A 

Station Data 

New Zealand System and BenIllore Power 

The New Zealand North Island primary transmission system is used at the inverter 

end of the link. The Benmore power station, without filters and disconnected from the 

South Island system, is used as the unit and/or the group connected scheme. The rec

tifier end of the de link for the unit-connection is shown in Figure 2.11 in Appendix 2C. 

Figures 3.2 and 3.4 shows respectively the station arrangements pertinent to the unit and 

the group-connection schemes. 

The relevant parameters for each of the six generators at the BenUlore power station 

are: 

Rating 112.5 (MVA) 

Voltage 16.0 (kV) 

1: 1.140 (pu) 

I xd 0.264 (pu) 

x" 'd 0.174 (pu) 

1,11 , q 0.190 (pu) 

Ra O.OO~) (pu) 

Converter transformers reactance: 11.5 % 



Chapter 4 

EO RM L 

4.1 Introduction 

In Chapters 2 and 3, two methods of simulating the unit-connection in steady 

state were presented. 

To overcome the restrictions on the previous models, an alternative model is pro

posed in which the simulation of a unit connected scheme is done by using data obtained 

from the previously described time domain simulation program (TCS). 

The modifications required for the inclusion of the new model in the conventional 

ae loadflow formulation are described. The developed computer model which permits the 

continued use of steady state studies is also described. The objective of this work is the 

development of a more accurate algorithm, based on the use of rectifier characteristics 

rived from dynamic simulation, which is then applied to the fast decOUl)led ae- de loadflow. 

The TCS results, are given in the form of capability charts and an interpolation 

algorithm is used to obtain reliable operation conditions for any point inside the char

acteristics. a1gorithm makes it possible to simulate the steady state system that is 

always op,~rating in a subtransient state[ArriUaga et at., 1991]. 

4.2 Load flow model based on dynamic simulation 

A time domain solution of the differential equations representing the generator 

and rectifier behaviour provides detailed information of the reqnired voltage and current 

waveforms. The results presented here were obtained using the TCS program[Arrillaga 

et al., 1978], [ArriUaga, 1983] as described in Chapter 2. Once the steady state waveforms 

were obtained, their 'averaged values provide accurate output characteristics for the unit 

connected group. For every combination of direct current (lei) and firing angle (0:) the 

output de voltage (Vel) was calculated[Arrillaga et al., 1992c]. 

To the Vd! ld characteristics of a converter in TCS, careful modelling of the 
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machine, transformers, converter 

ae source at the inverter end is required. 

de line and a suiLal)le equivalent 

Prior to getting the rms values from the voltage and current waveforms, used in 

the steady state analysis, it is necessary to start up the the system from the cle~energized 

condition and let it settle into steady state. This condition is reached when the current 

or voltage waveforms does not show any harmonic spectrum variation when analysed in 

its last five cycles. The steady state run is used also to identify any previous mistakes in 

data preparation, per unit system is one example of common source of errors in this case. 

For this purpose, TeS were run for 25 cycles of simulation time to let the system 

settle down to the steady state. TeS has the facility to store the steady state results at 

the end of a run in a file for further studies. In this case a snapshot is always 

taken after 25 cycles of simulation. The snapshot file was a very useful tool to save time 

m cumbersome process. For two, or sometimes three, close operating point the same 

snapshot can be used as a initial condition. this case the system was run for another 

fifteen cycles. The same checking criteria FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) is applied 

again before getting the information to be used in the equivalent inve1'ter model. 

4. 1 Accurate derivation of rectifier characteristics 

For fixed synchronous machine excitation a series of V d/ld curves, one for each 

0', are necessary to store the nonlinear information about the rectifier obtained from time 

domain solution. This data, which is equivalent to equation (4.1) in the load flow applied 

to the equivalent inverter. 

v: 3V2V· 3 I d = -~ term coso: - - Xc d 
11' 11' 

(4.1) 

For the purposes of this discussion, two charts have been stored, the first Vd/1d 

for the rectifier operating as a diode bridge (0: = 0°) requires a minimulll of 15 points as 

in Figure 4.1. The second chart Vd/O: for the rectifier operating under constant current 

(ld 1.0 kA) requires a minimum of 9 points as in Figure 4.2. To get an intermediary 

point that that not fall in the characteristic an interpolation method is used. 

The type of interpolation used is a variation of the method of divided differ

E'nces[Gerald and Wheatley, 1985] explained in Appendix 4.A with the degree of the in

terpolating }}olynomial being constrained to a second order. 

This method was chosen because it required less arithmetic operations, its simplicity 

in adding or subtracting a point from the set used to construct the polynomial, and the 

capability of reusing previous computations. 

The charts shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, and subsequently, do not show the effects 

of the interpolation. The charts show simple linear interpolation between the stored data 
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4.2.2 The equivalent inverter model 

An accurate power flow solution of the unit-connection scheme requires the use 

of time domain calcuJa,ted rectifier characteristics[Arrillaga et ai., 1992b]. absence of 

tclp changers and the irrelevance of 4> at the terminals of the unitconnectioll 

scheme permits a simpler formulation, in the form of a modified equivalent inve1'ter, as 

can be seen in Figure 4.:3. 

The modifications required in the conventional HV dc loadflow chart to sirnulate the 

eqnivalent inverter are shown in the bold blocks in Figure 4.4. Modifications have been 

made in the control data, de link data, control equations, calculation of residuals 

and in the de Jacobian matrix equations. 

With different machines or generators with different excitation m the same gen-

eration facility the problem become more complex. One chart for machine at each 

operating point is necessary. And a combination of those operating characteristics should 

be built if a equivalent machine is wanted in the modelling. A more accurate op

tion for different machines or different excitations can be the simulation of each machine 

. independently in a multi-terminal configuration. This avoids the cumbersome process of 

combination of characteristics. 

By assuming that all the generators in service have identical characteristics and 

are eq ually loaded they can be as a single equivalent machine. The machine 

E~ 

a 

Filters 

Figure 4.3 The equivalent inverteI. 
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Read in data 

Read ac system data 
Fonn admittance matrix 
Fonn B' and BOO 

Read de link data 

Triangulate and store B' and B" 
Change control 
equations 

Calculate ac bus power mismatches 

Calculate A, AA' and 
de residuals 

P-~ Q-V Calculate A, AA", BBu 
and de residuals 

Forward reduction of 
residual vector AP/V 

Yes 
Converged;"'---+C 

No 

Forward reduction of 
residual vector A Q/V 

Solve reduced de Jacobian matrix 
'---41>1 equation for A x and tenninal bus 

ac variables 

Back substitute for A~ 

Figure 4.4 Flow chart modification for the equivalent inverter-_ 
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IS t hel! represented as \~l! lei all cl Vd/O: ell aracteristics in the rectifier de side of the H 

lill k. 

In this case the vector equation of independent variables for the de link III the 

l1nit~conlleclion case in the inverter side is: 

( 4.2) 

which contains the five variables of the conventional (inverter) set and an extra variable 

(c08a) representing the rectifier end of the link. 

In line with conventional practice the eqnivalent inverter will normally be on extinc~ 

tion angle control (,;~in) and the rectifier on current control, the specified current level 

derived from a constant power setting (P~p) at the inverter end. 

Besides pSP and d a third control specification must be made to match the six 

variable formulation. It is suggested that a~~in is used and the inverter transformer tap 

freed. This will provide the highest transmission voltage. Should the tap changer attempt 

to violate one of its limits, this limit becomes the new control specification while freeing 

the value of a. 

The vector of independent variables which describe the state of the de link in the 

inverter side still can be obtained by the application of the Newton~Raphson algorithm 

for solving non-linear equations. 

Increments to the independent variables vector, X, are obtained from the solution 

of the de Jacobian matrix equation the inverter side: 

IRI [AJ I x I ( 4.3) 

for p equations. 

I R I - is the vector of residuals for the non-linear equations representing the dc link 

power flow and cotttrol strategies. 

[AJ- are the first order differentials (dc Jacobian matrix), - aRk/aXil for k,i=l, ... ,p. 

The complete set of residual equations I R I after convergence should satisfy: 

o ( 4.4) 

o ( 4.5) 

o ( 4.6) 
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o (4. 

o ( 4.8) 

C08C~ - COSCl'min o ( 4.9) 

The incorporation of the equivalent inverter into a fast decoupled ac-dc loadflow 

algorithm requires modification ofthe B", AA', AA" and BB" sub-matrices of the Jacobian 

matrix[ArTillaga, 1983]. These sub-matrices are greatly simplified in the equivalent inverter 

model as they contain only a single element each. 

4.2.3 Ac-dc Jacobian matrices 

The Jacobian matrix fOT the modified fast decoupled ac-dc loadflow is the same 

as described in Chapter 2. However, in this case all the matrices, given in equations (4.1O)~ 

(4.11) are reduced to lower dimensions since the rectifier terminal in the link is repTesented 

by its Vd! Id charts. 

I:lP / V 8 1 

(4.1O) 

I:lP ! Vtermi 

R A 

A ill ll:l¢'.' 

I:lx 
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6.Q / II B" 6.V 

(4.11 ) 

6.Q / vterm; B" ii AA" 

R BE" A 6.x 

modified reduced de Jacobian matrix derived from the conventional Fast

Decoupled AC-DC loadflow, applied to the equivalent inverter, is given in equation (4.12). 

the equivalent inverter' the introduction of charts provides the information for the rec

tifier. Although the rectifier is eliminated, the presence of information extracted from the 

characteristics for the rectifier and the de equations for the inverter are still necessary in 

the de Jacobian matrix. 

The elements of the reduced de Jacobian matrix [A] in the equivalent inverter are: 

1 

1 

[A] 12) 

1 

1 

where IIdr i(Id, cosa), and also: 
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= [a PtETm (de) / o;r; 1 / (4.13) 

or 

[ AA' (4.14) 

[ AA" ] [ OQterm (de) / Ox 1 / Vtmn ( 4.15) 

or 

[AA" f - (4.16) 

[ BB" 1 oR / 8Vterm ( 4.17) 

or 

[ B B" J (4.18) 

Matrices A, AA', AA", BB" illustrated in equations (4.12)(4.18) have elements 

which vary at every iteration. The matrices combine to form the very sparse but un

symmetrical matrices shown ill equations (4.10) and (4.11). These matrices have smaller 

dimensions than those in the cOllventional two terminal de link discussed ill Chapter 2. 
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4.3 Operating modes for the inverter 

Provided that the clesire.d operating points are illside the rectifier VcI./ Id maxi 

lllUlll capability chart, the unit connected H V de generation scheme represented as an 

eq7livalent inverter', the following must be considered: 

z. The preferred de link operation mode, having a r , ai, PdT and V di being the specified 

controls may not be always possible. If the equivalent machine is in one limit of its 

characteristic the load may require a variation in the rectifier that takes the model 

in one operating point heyond its capability chart, In this case no feasible solution 

is found. 

n. In Table 4.1 all the control specifications involving aT assume that the tap position is 

at its nominal value, that is ar = 1. The absence of OLTC should he seen as an step 

in the overall optmization, simplification and reliability enhancement in the direct 

connected configuration. In the equivalent inver'ter' the variable ar 1 is eliminated. 

m. The reactive power and also the converter power factor can't be specified at the 

rectifier ae terminal. These parameters are also eliminated front the problem in the 

eq1tivalent inverter model. Information of these parameters are embedded in the 

charts from the time domain simulation. 

Table 4.1 shows a summary of the operational modes of the de link under unit 

connected schemel. 

4.4 Conclusions 

The formulation of ac-de loadflow is well understood [Arrillaga ct al., 1983], 

hut some of the basic assumptions made in its formulation have been found inapplicable 

to the unit connected configuration[Arrillaga et 0,1., 1991]. For example the non-linear 

variation of the re1tifier commutation reactance can not be accurately obtained for use in 

the steady-state algorithms. 

In the absence of local load at the rectifier end, the unit connected scheme cau be 

considered as an equivalent HV de generator and the complete HV de link as an equivalent 

inveTteT. 

The TCS program pTOvicles the time domain solution of the differential equations 

representing the generator and behaviour. TeS also detailed information of 

the required voltage and current waveforms. \Vith the obtained steady state waveforms, 

their averaged values provide accurate output characteristics for the unit connected group. 

lThe variable ar does not need to be specified in the equivalent inverter' model. 
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7 Constant Current Control 

8 Converter power factor specified 

Terminal reactive power specified 

Ac voltage specified 

Ac voltage specified 

Table 4.1 Summary of operational modes of the de link for the direct connected scheme. Subscripts 

rand i designate specified parameters in the rectifier and inverter respectively. 

73 

For every combination of field excitation, Id and a the output de voltage Vd is cal

culated and the resulting information can be stored in memory to be used in the equivalent 

inverter loadflow solution. 

Another restriction to the conventional simulation is the permanently fixed trans

former tap at the rectifier side for the unit-connection modeL This restriction no longer 

exists in the equivalent inverter modeL 

In the equivalent inverter errors are eliminated in the rectifier steady state equations 

for firing angles beyond 30° for twelve pulse bridges. 

Ch~pter 5 shows the results for the equivalent inverter compared with the other 

two proposed steady state solutions for the direct-connection problem. 
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Table 4.2 FUllction represented by unequally spaced values. 

Appendix 4A 

values 

with 

If is assumed that the x-values, in the function given in the Table 4.2, are not 

equally spaced. For nonuniform spacing, a parallel development using the concept of 

divided differences can be used, and this technique is given here as an alternative to the 

Lagrangian polynomial. 

The Lagrangian polynomial is perhaps the simplest way to exhibit the existence of 

a polynomial for interpolation with unevenly spaced data. 

There are two problems when a Lagrangian polynomial is used for interpolation. 

First, there are more arithmetic operations than for the divided difference method now 

introduced. More importantly, if it is desired to add or subtract a point from the set used 

to construct the polynomial, then the computations must be re-done from the start. The 

divided difference method permits the previous computations to be used again just as have 

been done for interpolating polynomials derived from uniformly spaced tables[Gerald and 

Wheatley, 1985]. 

The handling of divided differences table assumes that a function, f( x), is known 

at values for x as in Table 4.2. 

It is not necessary to assume that the 

are arranged in any particular order. 

Considering the nth-degree polynomial:' 

are equally spaced nor even that the 

~ 

Pn(x) ao + (x-xO)al + (x-xo)(x xI)a2 + ... 
+ (x - xo) (x 3:1)'" (x - Xn-d an (4.19) 

Assuming that ai is chosen so that Pn(x) equals f(3;) at the n + 1 known points, 

xo, Xl, ... , X n , then (x) is an interpolating polynomial. Will be shown later that the ai 

are readily determined by using what are called the divided differences of the tabulated 

value. 

A special notation is used for divided differences: 

f[xo l 
(Xl 

is the first divided difference between xo and Xl, 

fa) 
Xo) 

( 4.20) 
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Table 4.3 Divided differences table. 

(12 

is the first divided difference between Xl and X2. 

In general 

(It 
f[xs, Xtl = 

(Xt 

is the first divided difference between Xs and Xt. 

h) 
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(4.21) 

( 4.22) 

Another ad vantage of the method is that the ordering of the points is immaterial: 

( 4.2:3) 

Second and higher-onler divided differences are defined in terms of lower-order 

differences. For example: 

(I[Xb X2] - f[xo, :1:1]) 
(:1:2 xo) 

( 4.24) 

( Xi 
(4.25) 

The concept is even extended to a zero order difference: 

( 4.26) 

U sin;>; this notatioll, a divided differences table, in symbolic form, is Table 4.3. 

With Table 4.3 is easy to establish that the ai terms of equation (4.19) are given 

by these divided differences. The equation (4.19) is written with x = Xo, x = Xl" .• , X = 

:1;", giving: 
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:/: = ;z:u 

;/: = ;rl 

Pn(xo)=au 

P " (Xl )=ao+( XI-XO )al 

F'n(X2)=aO+(X2-XO)al +(X2- XO)(X2-Xl )a2 

If Pn(X) is suppose to be an interpolating polynomial, it must match the table for 

all n+ 1 entries: 

Pn(Xi) = f; ( 4.27) 

for i = 0, 1, 2, ... , n. 

If the Pn(Xi) in each equation is substituted by fi' we get a triangular system, and 

each ai can be computed in turn. 

and 

and 

From the first equation, ao = fo = f[:1;o] makes Pn(XO) = fo. 

If al = j[xo, .rt], then: 

( ) ) 
(II - fo) 

Pn Xl =fo+(xl-XO ( ) 
Xl - Xo 

(h-fl) (fl-fo) 
P ( ) f ( ) (II - fo) ( )( ) X2- X l - Xl-XO 

n X2 = JO + Xz - Xo ( ) + Xz - Xo Xz - Xl ( ) 
Xl - Xo Xz - Xo 

( 4.28) 

(4.29) 

( 4.30) 

(4.31) 

One can show in similar fashion that each Pn (Xi) will be equal fi if ai = f[ Xo, Xl, ... , :r;]. 



Chapter 5 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter is devoted to results obtained from the three steady state unit 

connected generator converter models. 

Initially the three lllodels are directly compared by using the same theoretical 

test system. The comparison is first rnade assUlning a diode bridge. This ensures large 

collllllutation angles where the differences between the models will be pronounced. A 

second set of tests examines the effects with varying firing angle. 

The equivalent inverter is then examined in more detail to verify its correct opera-

tion. 

Final1y the equivalent inverter model is compared with commissioning tests per

formed on the upgraded HNew Zealand HVdc link where operation was similar to that of 

unit-connection. 

5.2 Test systern for theoretical studies 

~ 

The test system consists of a single unit connected generator) a H V de link with 

a 12 pulse converters and a 3 busbar receiving end ac system. Appendix 5.A shows aU 

other relevant information. 

The system was tested using the rectifier described for the equivalent inverter ac

cording to the charts in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 in Chapter 4. 

The cases exploited in the analysis of the inverter end are: 

l. the rectifier operating as a diode bridge converter ((1' = 0°) for ya,rious cnrn?l!ts ill 

the link. 

~~. the rectifier operating as a thyristor bridge converter for various firing angles with a 

constant current (1.0 kA) in the link. 
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HZ, the rectifier operating as a thyristor bridge for differeut vallWS of firing (0) and 

various currents in the link using the £1!vcricf' model. 

It has been shown[Arrillaga et ai" 1993b~ that operation with 0 0° is highly 

unlikely in actual systems. Very low reactance transformers, much less than the 5% used 

in the test system are required. This will greatly increase the cost of the tra,nsformers and 

it is foreseen that actual diode systems being designed for operation under forced retard 

and commutation angles close to but under 30°. 

5.3 the models of a unit connected 

generator converter 

The idea of replacing the controlled rectifiers, by simple diode rectifiers in an 

HV dc station associated with a remote generating station has always been rejected due 

to the control problems imposed (i.e. recovery from commutation failures, limitation and 

recovery from de and ae faults, etc.) 

The apl)earance of a new generation of equipment, such the thyristor valves in 

the converter systems and the de circuit breaker, the improvement in the excitation sys

tems of the generators and application of protective sequences has given the means of 

circumventing these objections and has opened the possibility of diode rectifier applica

tions[Bowles, 1981]. 

Harmonic generation is a minimum in the diode rectifier mode which can be inside 

the tolerable levels of hydraulic generators. Therefore if a transmission system is consid

ered in which the energy transfer is unlclirectional, i.e. from a power generating station, 

it is possible to consider the removal of ae filters the use of a transformer with the 

double function of a step up and converter transformer. 

5.3.1 Conventional loadflow results 

In order to obtain the linear Vd/Li characteristic of a conventional HV de scheme, 

the generator excitation must be controlled to keep the cormllutating voltage (E") constant 

at some specified value to provide the required nominal de voltage at minimum delay angle 

(Omin). Figure 5.1 shows the (V d/Id) characteristics in both models (conventional and 

modified) for fast-decoupled loadfiow and in the equivalent inverter. 

hl this case, the sending end of the test system can be operated as a diode rectifier 

bridge (0: 00
) with an averaged sub-transient reactance and a constant E" (of66.66 kV) 

for the salient pole machine. 

em reat control in tins case is by the inverter with the possibility of tap conLrol at 

the inverter transformer as shown in Figure 5.3. This practice ensures the efficient use of 

the inverter equipment (Le. highest de voltage) with minimum reactive power consumption 
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11 Conventional Load Flow 
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Figure 5.1 Dc voltage/de current characteristics for the 3 models of the nnit. connected HVdc 

generator-converter. 

and minimum harmonic generation. The current in the de line (specified) is then controlled 

by adjusting the inverter end de voltage with the extinction angle fixed in the inverter. In 

this case the ae voltage at the inverter side will he adjusted by variations of the transformer 

taps to follow variations in the de voltage. 

The results of varying the constant current specification from 0.5 to 0.9 kA are shown 

in Tahle 5.1. The tahle includes the calculated tap position of the inverter end transformer 

needed to maintain a constant minimum extinction angle of Imin = 18° ensuring a proper 

margin angle in the link. A 2% variation in the tap position is observed for a variation 

of 0.35 pU:
1 

in current in the link. Table 5.1 <Llso shows the complex powers at the three 

busbars of the ae system at the inverter end. Bushar 3 in Table 5.1 shows the reactive 

power absorbed at the inverter ae busbaT. 

The results for a current setting of 0.9 leA cannot be included because of violation of 

the maximum cOlllmutation angle of 30° in the rectifier. This indicates the inapplicability 

of the conventional formulation in all but a limited set of circulllstances. 

5.3.2 Modified steady state and equivalent inverter results 

In order to highlight the limitations of the steady state formulation two examples 

have been chosen, one with varying de current and minimum firing angle (amin) and the 

other with variable firing angle (a) and a constant link current setting. In hoth cases 
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Figure 5.2 Test system for the conventional and modified loadftows. 
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+ 

Figure 5.3 Diode rectifier with inverter current controL 

I I - Bus 3 Bus 4 Bus 5 

11 Id 
! 

P3 Q3 P4 Q4 Ps Qs Ii ai I 

I 
0.5 /lmin -10.59 ! 43.071-15.43 -140. 9.87 96.93 I 9.25 i 

I 0.6 lmin I -10.02 51~22 I -18.69 • -140. 111.49 1 88.78110.79 

~-
lmin I -9.44 59.21 [ -21.99[-140. 113.161 80.79 ' 12.:37 [ 

! 0.8 lmin i -8.85 67.05 i -25.36 140. 14.86 72.95 14.00 

I 0.85 ~(min -8.55 i 70.91 i -27.06 -140. 15.n 69.09 14.83 I 
I 

I 0.90 J1r > 30° I 

Table 5.1 Conventional loadftow, Diode rectifier bridge ((Y 0°). /'min ISo. \,'11 III a in %. P ill 

MW and Q in MVAr. 
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- - - Bus :} Bus 4 Bus 5 

Id Ii ai P:] Q:] P4 Q4 P5 Q5 

0.70 (Li < -20% 

0.80 Imin -19.99 76.83 -28.57 -140. 16.50 63.17 15.57 

0.85 Imin -17.71 78.91 -29.68 -140. 17.07 61.09 16.12 

0.90 Imin -14.76 80.52 -30.67 -140. 17.58 59.48 16.61 

1.00 /-LT > 30° 

1.25 /-Lr > 30° 

Table 5.2 Modified loadflow. Diode rectifier bridge (0: = 00). 'Ymin = 18 0. With a in %. Pin MW 

and Q in MVAr. 

- - Bus 3 Bus 4 Bus 5 

Id (kA) Ii a' , P3 Q3 P4 Q4 P5 Q5 

0.70 Imin -18.93 66.22 -24.00 -140. 14.32 73.78 13.47 

0.80 Imin -14.82 71.81 -26.60 -140. 15.66 68.19 14.76 

0.85 Imin -12.61 74.25 -27.82 -140. 16.29 65.75 15.37 

0.90 Imin -10.27 76.44 -28.98 -140. 16.89 63.56 15.95 

1.00 Imin -5.19 80.10 -31.13 -140. 17.99 59.90 17.04 

1.25 23.06 amax 75.37 -38.62 -140. 21.82 64.63 20.89 

Table 5.3 Equivalent Inverter. Diode rectifier bridge (0: = 00). 'Ymin = 180, ama.~ = 20%. With 'Y 

in degrees, a in %, Pin MW and Q in MVAr. 

~ 

the generator excitation is kept constant at the value necessary to achieve the nominal de 

voltage of 80.0 kV when the nominal link current is l.0 kA. The identical excitations are 

confirmed for the modified steady state and the equivalent inverter case in Figure 5.1 for 

zero de current. However in Figure 5.1 for the conventionalloadflow the excitation should 

be controlled to achieve a constant COllllllutatillg voltage in. the link as explained in the 

previous section. 

Tables 5.2 and 5.3 illustrate the major differences between the conventional steady 

state formulation and the accurate solution based on dynamic simulation characteristics. 

At the lower end of the current setting range (i.e. below 0.7 kA), the tables show that the 

arbitrary maximum transformer tap setting of 20% is exceeded when using the conven

tional formulation, whereas this is not the case in the equivalent inverter results. From 
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Loacltlow ! 
Modified loadtlow Equivalent inverter J 

I I i I 
ai 1i P'T ai 1i J.LT a' 1; ~L7' 1 

0° J.Lr :30° I -5.19 1min l 28.98 ! 

5° -7.26 1min 27.19 I -6.71 1min 27.29 I -3.21 1min 1 26.1 I 
... 

~6.11 1min I 24.40 n.73 I -3.97 • ~imin 0.31 1m in 22.6 

• 20° • -1.23 1min 17.84 I 6.66 1min 18.86 4.85 1 1min 1 

300 i 7.90 1min 14.27 amax 23.46 15.97 19.05 I 1m in 15.15 

° ! 31.93 1.14 48.07 13.60 a max I 41.30 12.7 45 • a max a max 

50° 40.15 10.48 54.31 
! 

13.12 47.56 12.33 a max amax a max 

65° a max i 61.75 : 9.18 a"wx 70.73 12.22 . a llUtX 66.38 11.41 

80° amax 81.81 . amax I 85.46 11.87 ' am(tX 85.90 11.07 
'----. 

Table 5.4 Results with Id = 1.0 kA and variable a. [min 18° , am"x = 20%. 

0.7 to 0.9 kA, differences of 30% occur in the calculated values of the inverter tap position 

and 8% in the calculated values of complex power the ae system. Further increases in 

current setting result in violations of the conunutatiol1 angle limit and thus invalidate any 

results obtained from the steady state. 

On the other hand the equivalent inverter shows that minimum extinction angle is 

still maintained at a current settings in excess of l.0 kA and that changeover frolll tap 

to 1 control takes place at a current less than 1.25 kA. Although the cOllllllutation angle 

cannot be determined in the case of the equivalent inverter lilOdel, the results from the 

dynamic simulation are valid for angles above and below 30°. 

The second example is used to illustrate the effect of firing angle variation and the 

effect on \he inverter tap, extinction angle and rectifier commutation angle are given in 

Table 5.4. The differences in the first row (O'min = 0°) have already been discussed in the 

previous example. For firing angles between 5° and 20° both algorithms show a similar 

pattern but differences of 6.5% are observed in the values of commutation overlap. It is 

also difficult to judge between the loadflow modified loa,dflow as to which gives results 

closer to those of the equivalent inver'tel'. For 0: = 30° only the modified loadflow show a 

changeover from 1 to tap controL For 45° and beyond, aU models predict tap control, the 

actual values of 1 differing by up to 33%. 

The conventional ana modiJieu luadiiow'show less accurate results when comparl:'cl 

with the equivalent inverter. The reason for lliat IS based primarily in the way that the 

ac-de systems are represented in steady state at rectifier side. 

The conventional loacltlow shows a small and constant slope in the de voltage 
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regulation and the comlllutating voltage changes in magnitude and angle as the load 

changes. Also the representation of the subtransient reactance as the average of the direct 

and quadrature axis subtra.nsient reactance for the synchronous machine has its effect ill 

the results. In this case, as shown in the previous comparisons, all the parameters were 

affected by what is considered a poor representation of the rectifier at sending end. 

The modifiedloadflow show a variable voltage regulation more compatible with the 

representation of the non-linear unit connected system. In this case, the characteristic 

is created, as explained in Chapter 2, by the fact that the commutating voltage is kept 

constant in magnitude but its phase is allowed to change with the load. The subtransient 

reactance is averaged and made constant, as in the previous model, giving a constant 

commutating reactance. These approximations made the model closer but still showing 

unacceptable differences with the equivalent inverter. The modified loadflow model is not 

satisfactory since dynamic simulation tests made by Sankar[91] shows a non-linear and 

unpredictable commutating reactance in the rectifier. This commutating reactance can 

only be accurately incorporated in the steady state analysis by using it included in the 

Vrt! [d characteristics obtained from dynamic simulation. 

From the above results and discussion it is clear that among the algorithms dis

cussed here only the equivalent inverter can be relied upon to provide realistic loadflow 

information when the system contains unit connected in-feeds. 

5.4 Performance of the equivalent inverter for a thyristor 

bridge converter 

The rectifier characteristics derived from dynamic simulation for different firing 

angles as in Figure 5.4 are applied to the unit-connection using the 'equivalent inverter 

model. In this case, looking at the characteristics for three different values of a show that 

even with firing angles uniformly spaced these characteristics are not uniformly spaced. 

In Figure 5.5, for larger currents, above 1.2 kA, the constant firing angle characteristics 

cross over so that the maximum values of de voltage increases for increasing firing angles. 

5.4.1 The equivalent inverter results 

Using the rectifier characteristics in Figure 5.4, the number of steady state 

operating points to analyse the equivalent inverter model can be enormous. The cases 

presented are limited to operating points between amin = 0° and a max = 20° in the 

rectifier charts and between 0.8 kA and 1.3 kA in the l'''nO'e of currents as shown in the 

enlarged picture in Figure 5.5. 

The current in the de link (Id) in the test system is increased from 0.8 leA to 1.3 

leA in steps of 0.1 kA, as can be seen in Figure 5.6. For each value of de current, the firing 
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Figure 5.4 Dc voltage! de clirrent characteristics for uniform spaced values of (Y extracted from 

dynamic simulation. 

angle ( 0' ) in the rectifier is increased from a minimum 0° to a 20° with increments spaced 

by 1°. The variables displayed in this case fOT the inverter side (for each combination of 

Id and 0') are the tap of the transformer and the commutation and extinction angles. 

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the V d/1d characteristics extracted from time domain 
1 " ' 

~ It \tl ,t\ , may 

decrease when increasing the firing angle (0') . 

• FOl; a current of Id 1.2kA the de voltage decrease with increasing firing angles 

but for a de current of 1.3 kA the de voltage increase from around 54 kV (0' = 0°) 

to approximately 59 kV (0; = 5°) which represents a temporary gain in capability of 

6.5 MVA (8% of the unit power) by only increasing the firing angle by 5°. 

In Figure 5.6 the tests for the proposed unit connected system the de link run 

at minimum extinction angle bmin = 18°) up to the nominal current (1.0 kA) for the 

previously specified range of fU'ing angles. For values of 0' = 0° the bridge can have 

inverter current control as in Figure 5.7 a.nd for 0' =I 0° is the rectifier current control as 

in Figure 5.9. With a consta.nt decrease in voltage for Id 1.1 kA the ntinction angle 

in creases from around 20° to 24 0 for 0' 0° to 20°. In this case the change 11l inclination in 

the cmve is due the fact that for this value of current at 0' 15° the tap of the transformer 

hit its limit and 1 that has been controlled is freed. 
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Figure 5.5 Dc voltage/ dc current characteristics in the equivalent inverter extracted from dynamic 

simulation for Id from 0.8 to 1.4 kA. 

Id SP i SP aSP 

0.8 18° free 

0.9 18° free 

1.0 18° free 

1.1 free ava.rl 

1.2 free a var 2 

1.3 free 20° 

Table 5.5 Control table for the equivalent inve1'ter results. 

With IL[ = 360
0 

being the commutation angle limit in Figure 5.6 (b) and np the 
np 

number of pulses of the inverter bridge. Beyond this commutation limit the steady state 

equations for the inverter .~how an unacceptable level of error[Arrillaga et at., 19~3]. 

The use of constant current control can also be applied to the thyristor bridge 

rectifier as in the diode bridge rectifier. The inverter control in this case can have two mit 

of three variables specified, the current in the inverter side with an specified current margin 
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Figure 5.6 Variables at inverter end: (a) transformer tap, (b) commutatioll allgle and (c) extinction 

angle. 
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Figure 5.7 

as in FigUTe 5.7, the extinction 

in Figlln· .J, i i:s used in this case 

CIIAPTEH STEADY STATE 

+ ----... Vdt D 
1------''-1 -¥-

rectifier with inverter current control. 

a· 
1 

(!) and the tap of the transformer (a). The control 

Lhe recLiJier t nstor cI 0°). Table 5,3 

shows the control table for the equivalent inverter in FigUTe 5.6. Table 5.6 shows 

the tap variation with the CUTrent in the link and with the firing angle in the rectifier. In 

some circumstances with the need of constant extinction angle control (in the inverter), 

the conventional control as in Figure 5.9 should used. In the same fignre the tap control 

can he used in the inverter side if commutation 

limit /),/ for the steady state equations. 

need to be kept below the precision 

The illVerter extinction angle Ii is controlled in 5.6 for ld 1.1 kA and 1.2 

kA to avoid inverter commutation angles bigger than 30° for a twelve pulse bridge. This 

limit should he set to keep the TeRult~ insidr> the precision range of the inverter steady 

state eql1ations that still exist in the equivalent iii ric I 

FigUTe 5.6 shows that for the maximum current (1.3 kA) the transformer tap is 

fixed at its maximum value of 20% for the whole range of FOT this current 
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Figure 5.8 Test system for the Equivalent inverter', 
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+ 

Figure 5.9 Thyristor rectifier with rectifier current control. 

and firing angle 0° and 5°) the extinction angle Ii and the commutation angle 

Jki) the slope of the curves have a different sign to those for the remaining values up to 

a = 20°. This is due to that the de voltage at Id - 1.3 kA and a 0° is smaller 

than the de for the the same CUTrent and a = 5°. For the subsequent values of 

firing angles at 

Figme 5.5. 

same current the de voltage show a small decrease as can be seen in 

The tests so far are based in idea.lized of the equivalent 

invcrteT accuracy is necessary and this is achieved using state frolll practical 

tests for the New Zealand de link. This results are then compared with equivalent 

inverteT results for the 
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7% < auGT l < 20% 

19% < ava1' 2 < 20% 
\---+------ ----[------------1 

7% < avnrl < 20% 19% < avar 2 < 20% i 

20% 

20% 

Table 5.6 Inverter tap variation for the equivalent inverte,' with Id and CI'. 

5.5 Performance of the equivalent inverter for the 

upgraded New Zealand dc link. 

In order to verify the equivalent inverter model, some practical test results obtained 

by TransPower were examined and simulated. The tests were made for commissioning 

purposes and thus don't match the requirements of this project exactly. However they 

;]1'0 snfficiPl1tlv simihr to the ow'ratioTl of tllP HVclc link a,s a unit-connection to ma,ke the 

results of value to this project. 

Two sets of test results are compared with the equivalent inverter' model. The first 

test is for the IIV dc link running in steady state with several small cnrrent order changes 

made to Pole 1 and the effects recorded, In the second test the current order change is 

much greater. 

In both these tests the HV de system is not being operated in a manner which 

directly allows the equivalent inver'ter to simulate its behaviour. The rectifier terminal 

is not connected solely to grou]) connected generation and there is a cOllnection via the 

Bemllore transformers to the South Island system. The generators are also Oll automatic 

voltage control whereas for valid3.,tioll purposes fixed field operation would have been 

preferable. However the action of the AVRs is relatively slow and while significant over a 

40 seconds test period, it may be taken as a constant during the period that each current 

order change takes place. 
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5.10 shows the basic configuration of the upgraded New Zealand HVdc link. 

Pole 1 consists mainly of the original equipment (mercury arc ValVE-B) connected directly 

Lo the Bemnol'(' generators and to the rest the a,e system via two transformers. The 

ae filters are on the centre tap of the transformers. the major change from the original 

configuration is that the valve groups are now connected series/parallel instead of just 

series. The two paths operate in unison. The new pole (Pole 2) is connected in 

series with Pole 1 is directly connected to the 220 kV system. 

5.5.1 The small current increments 

In the first test Pole 1 is given five changes to its current order and the 

effect on the system is observed. An objective of the test is to ensure that the de voltage is 

maintained constant regardless of the de current. Each step consists of a 50 Amp. change 

in current through the link, i.e. 25 Amp. change in valve group in Pole 1. change, 

although called a step, is practice ramped to the disturbance in the HV dc link 

and through the power For every current the link is maintained in its normal 

operating condition as in Figure 5.l1; constant current control (CCC) provided by a high 

gain regulator in the end (Benmore) and constant extinction angle (CEA) control 

in the inverter end (Haywards). 

The test results for the series of curre.nt order changes are shown in Figure 5.12 for 

the rectifier and Figure for the inverter end. A description of the changes as they 

occur is given below. steady state periods between ramping of the de current order 

are identified by the letters A to E. 

Figure 5.12.(a) shows the current order for a valve group at Benmore. The actual 

de current is almost identical to the order and has not been shown. Note that the initial 

change between points A and B consists of two separate 25 Amp. per valve steps. 

Figure 5.12.(b) shows the de voltage (Vd,.) across Pole 1 and it can be seen to 

ure 5.12.(c) the firing angle 0: maintains a reasonably constant value of 15°. 
~ 

Figure 5.12:( d) is the no-load voltage (V dro ) as applied to the rectifiers. This 

a good indication that the AVRs and the de system beyond the transformers are having 

SOllle effect on opera.tion and cannot be totally ignored. 

Figure 5.13.(a) shows the de voltage (Vd;) at the inverter being subjected to regu

lation as the de current (Id) In Figure 5.13.(b) the extinction angle (J) at the 

inverter can be seen as to at first being maintained constant but drops later on during the 

test. Figure 5.13.(c) shows the no-load voltage (Vd io ) applied to the inverter and it can 

he seen to be dropping as the test pr(H'peds. 

Initially the system is operating at a current order of 490 Amp. (per valve). This is 

shown as point A in Figure ,5.12. Current control is with the rectifier. The current ramps 

to 515 Amp. and immediately after to 540 Amp. (point B) in two distinct operations. The 
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Figure 5.10 The upgraded New Zealaud HVde link. 
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Figure 5.11 Dc link control diagram with eee in the rectifier and CEA in the inverter. 

transient increase in de voltage is caused by current changes through the high inductance 

of the de link. The transient reduction in a in the rectifier and in I in the inverter is 

brought about by the rectifier transient increase in the de voltage. The increased current 

in the link causes voltage regulation and to prevent further dropping in ti dio the extinction 

angle reduces transiently below its steady state minimum value. This is a temporary 

phase the current ramping which is shown in Figure 5.11. Point 1 is the pre-change 

operating point and point 2 is a representation of the transitional operating st,tte. On 

completing the ranlping, the link settles down to a new position shown as point :3 where " 

is back to its steady state minimum value but with a reduced V dio' At the end, 

a and If dr are almost back to their initial settings. the influence of the generators AV 

is slight but may be sufficient to explain the slllall change in If dro . 

ramps from B to C and C to D can be explained in the same way as above iJut 

the last ramp from D to E, the conditions change somewhat. no-load voltage at till' 

inverter (V dio ) has now dropped to prevPul exlinction angle b) l'l'COVerillg 

to its steady state value which also is necessary to pull ,;ile firing angle (t back to 

its normal value. A further current order increase is shown in the inverteT waveforms in 

Figure 5.13 but data collection at the rectifier ceased before this event occurred. 
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Figure 5.12 Commissioning results for small current increment test at rectifier end (BelllUore) : 

(a) currellt order, (b) de voltage, (c) firing angle, (d) no-load de voltage in pu, 
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(a) de voltage, (b) extinction angle, (c) no-load de voltage in kV. 
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A 

B 270. 

C L 1:30. 270. 

D 1180, 270. 

E 1230. 270. 15. 3:32.2 i 252. 

Table 5.7 Small current steps steady state commissioning test results. 

5.5.2 Steady state results for the small current increment test 

Table 5.7 shows the commissioning test results for Pole 1 at the points of interest. 

The steady state tests llsing the equivalent invcr'ter were set to match the first condition 

(A) in the tables. The rectifier characteristics for the idealized system require some ad

justments to give the operating conditions in point A. In this case all the other curves for 

different iiTing angles were also adjusted following the same pattern. The change in the 

characteristics were in fact to allow an extra 10% in voltage for the same current to match 

the nominal power of each generator. 

In the idealized system the machines are similar to the synchronous generators 

at BenlllOTe. However some differences ca,It be expected since they are not the exact 

characteristics for the BemllOTe generatOTs. The excitation in this case is adjusted to give 

the voltage for the de load conditions. The South Island is also connected to the 220 leV at 

BenlllOTe. The effect of this is a decrease in commutation reactance which will affect the 

characteristics. The actual loading of the Benmore generators is not known, information 

given by :rransPower NZ mention that four generators were connected during the tests. 

Equal loading is assumed fOT each of the generators at Benmore with no load from the 

rest of the South Island. 

In the steady state the results obtained are dependent of the variables specified for 

the solution of the link. Two different set of solutions are required for each test to obtain 

the deviation in the results ill both ends. In the first set of solutions, in Table 5.8, the 

specified variables for the operating couditions of the link in points from A to E are: I~il' 

Id and Ii. 

Comparing Tables 5.7 and 5.8, the decrease of commutation reactance due the 

ronnection of the Benmore power station to the rest of the South Islann system causes aT 

to increase. There is a possi.bility that this is the ca.use of much of the 1 errol' in a.,. at 

point A. The results of a for points B to E have almost the same error as was estahlished 
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i Redifer In verLer 

Point 
• 

0:,. PdT ySP SF Pel; di Ii 

(A) (kY) (deg. ) (MW) (kY) (deg. ) (MW) 

A 980. 270. 16.26 264.6 255. 18. 250. 

B 1080. 270. 16.64 291.6 253.5 18. 274. 

C 1UW. 270. 16.49 305.2 253. 18. 286. ! 

D 1180. 270. 16.69 318.6 252.5 18. 298. 

E 12:30. 270. 16.76 332.2 252. 17. 310. 

Table 5.8 state results from Equ.ivalent Inverter. Current control in the rectifier. 

Rectifer Inverter 

Point lSI' 
d YdT o:sp 

r PelT V sp 
di Ii Pel; 

(A) (deg. ) (MW) 

A 9S0. 255. 16.02 250. 

B 1080. 16.17 274. 

C 16.31 286. 

D 298. 

E 123 310. 

Table 5.9 Steady state results from Equivalent Inverter. Current control 'in the inverter. 

for point A. ThisJs particularly significant In the case 

change from 18° to 17°. 

point E where I has had to 

Changing the, specified variables in the link to Vdi, Id and [tTl the vahles in the 

rectifier are the sam e as in the commissioning tests. However noticeable differences 

are now present in the extinction angles in the inverter, that in this case are allowed to 

be free as shown in Table 5.9. The errors in Ii are very 

in Table 5.8. 

to obtained for 0:" 

The level 01' enol' present in Tables 5.8 and 5.9 is transferred to reactive power 

clelllCLud in the rectifier or illvcrLer depending of the variables that specified. 

Unfortunately no total MYAr data is available from the commissioning tests so this error 

could not be checked. 
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Vd 

rectifier 

~ ex. == ffill1UTIUm --

4 

Id 

Figure 5,14 Dc link control diagram wit.h current control in the inverter. 

5.5.3 The large current increment test 

In the second test, the hi-pole is transfering 540 MW, and Pole 2 is dropped. 

This is a severe test with the mercury arc valves in Pole 1 (old de link) jumping from 

220 MW to 540 MW. The current in each half of Pole 1 ( poles lA and IB) have a large 

currellt step from 0.5 kA to 1.0 kA. 

Poillt A in Figure 5.15.(a) shows the current in Pole 1 before the current step, at 

this point the system is working at CCC in the rectifier and at CEA ill the inverter as 

in the steady state control diagram shown in Figure 5.11. The initial firing angle in the 
~ 

rectifier is 15° and the initial extinction angle is 18° in the commissioning tests. The 

controls are set to keep the voltage constant in the rectifier end as in Figure 5.15.(h) 

The initial operating state is as in point 1 in Figure 5.11. After the loss of Pole 

2 it is in position 4 in Figure 5.14. During the current step the control in the link is 

switched to CCC in the inverter, as in Figure 5.14, due to the inability of the controls to 

keep the firing angle and the extinction angle constants under such a large cnrre.nt step. 

The current jumps to Id4 and the operating point luoves from point 1 as in Figure 5.11 

to point 4 in Figure 5.14 with the firing angle decreasing to its minimnm. In tltis case 

Figure 5.15.(c) shows the firing a.ngle in the rectifier decreasing to its minimuIll of 5°. This 

action keeps the de volta.ge at the rectifier at its nominal value. 

Because of the step ill current, there is an initial drop in voltage. This voltage is also 
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- - Rectifcr Inverter 

PoinL Id Vel,. a,. Pel,. Vdi Ii Pd i 

- (A) (kV) , (eleg. ) (MW) (kV) (deg. ) (MW) 

A 980. i70. 15. 264.6 255. 18. 250. 

B 2000. 270. 5. 540. 230. 24. 460. 

Table 5.10 Large current step steady state commissioning test results at rectifier and inverter ends 

of Pole 1. 

affecteel by the changes in current in the smoothing reactors in the HV dc link. The firing 

angle then has a high initial post fault value. This causes the no-load voltage to decrease 

initially, but eventually it reaches a steady state point B at a slightly higher value than 

before the step ill current. However, it can be seen in Figure 5.15.(d) that there are two 

small step reductions in the no-load voltage VdT which suggest that On Line Tap Changer 

(OLTC) is being used to keep the rectifier de voltage at its nominal value. 

Figure 5.16.(a) shows some increased regulation in the de voltage in the inverter 

enel for steady state point B. Figure 5.16.(b) show an initial increase in I clue the fault 

condition which quickly drop back to its original value. The slower increase in I from 18 

to 24° is due to the change in Vdio as in Figure 5.16.(c). 

5.5.4 Steady state results for the large current increment test 

Two steady state simulations are made in this case in the same way as in the small 

steps current tests, one test before and another after the change in current. The first 

simulation (point A) results from specifying the de voltage in the inverter, the de current 

and the inverter extincti011 angle Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the simulation results. 

The dropping of Pole 2 switches the control to CCC in the inverter in order to allow 

the firing angle to be reduced to its minimum in the rectifier. The inverter de voltage is 

kept the same with the specified reduction of the firing angle in the rectifier. The result is 

an increase in the extinction angle in opposition to the tendency of the no-load voltage to 

increase at that end when switching to CCC. In this case the rectifier firing angle specified 

is the 5° obtained from the commissioning test results. Thus the second test (point B) is 

achieved by specifying the firing angle in the rectifier, the de voltage ill the inverter and 

the de current. 

Tahle 5.12 shows an error of 2° for the extinction angle at the inverter which 

compares well with the 1.7° error obtained in the pre-fault result. The rectifier de voltage is 

kept the same by the decrease of firing angle and the new de voltage regulation is controlled 

by the reactive power demand increase in the inverter end. The reactive power demand 
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Table 5.11 Point. A for the large current. step test result for the Equivalent Invertel', Current control 

in t he rectifier. 

- - i Rectifer Inverter 
I Point lSI' 

Vdr aSP PdT Vsp Pel; 
i 

d r ,Ii Ii 

- (A) (kV) (deg.) (MW) (kV) (deg. ) (MvV) 

B 2000. 270. 5. 540. 230. 22.0 460. I 

Table 5.12 Point B for the large current step test results for the Equivalent Inverter. Current 

control in the inverter. 

m the inverter is increased due the inverter CCC control which forces the extinction angle 

Ii to be larger than its initial value. 

5.6 Conclusions 

Results from steady state techniques have been shown to be in considerable er

ror when the generators contain rotor saliency (probably the most common case for re

mote gen<;;rating plant). The new concept, called the equivale'nt irweTter which uses unit

connection characteristics derived from time domain sinlUlation, has been presented as a 

better alternative for general loadfiow studies involving nnit connected schemes. 

Averaging of reactances in conventional steady state was shown in Tables (5.1) to 

to contribute to the inadequacy of the steady state analysis of salient pole unit con

nected generators. In this case, for accuracy, a dynamic related technique should be 

built[Sudhoff, 1992a]. 

With the results obtained from steady state techniques it has become cleal' that the 

option to study the nnit-connection ill the steady state is with a dynamic simulation 

related technique. However the steady state algorithm can be restricted in its application 

to large power conditions clue to the large commutation overlap caused hy the extra 

reactance of the unit-connection. One restriction that should be eliminated is the long 
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time spent 

eliminated by 

cOll(1itioll~ for the 

tllC sy~Lelll iuLo the steady state. lJIClll.ioIlP<i f'estricliull ("tit 

utilization of an algorithm can provide ra.~t and accurate initial 

modelled the time domain state variable teclllliqllf'. 

A fast steady state algorithm [Garcia, 1990], to be applied to HVdc is under 

investigation at Canterbury University. This technique is studied to better 

state initial conditions for systems with non-linear elements, as ill direct connected 

, taking adva.ntage of an hybrid analysis in the time and frequency domain. This 

algorithm should 1)E' able to qllickly find reasonable initial conditions for a non-linea,r 

by obtaining the solution over one cycle of the voltages and CUl'fents in the 

under analysis. 

The steady state results from equivalent inverter compared with the com mis-

tests show small errors in the angles, at the rectifier and inverter ends for both 

tests. If specific characteristics for the Benmore generator system ha.d a.vailable and 

if the South Island had not been connected, it could be that better would 

been obta.ined. Despite the deficiencies the results justify the use of 

inverter'. 

equivalent 

Results from the conventional and modified loadfiow models were not compa.red with 

the equivalent inverter for the New Zealand upgraded HV dc link for two reasons. The first 

is due to the difficulty in establishing the initial operating point A for both commissioning 

tests. The second reason is that previous results for idealized models have shown very large 

commutation angles which when greater 30° (twelve pulse operation) invaliflate the 

converter steady state de equations. 

The theoretical and practical results obtained from the equivalent inverter clearly 

show that the combination of steady state techniques with time domain simulation is at 

the moment the fastest feasible option to the solution of HV dc directconnectecl systems 

in steady state. The steady state model of the unit-connection will be very useful when 

laTge systems must be analysed and where the use of a dynamic analysis program would 

be prohibitive. 
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endix 5A Theoretical lTIodel systerl1 COITlpOnents 

All following parameters are quoted in per unit except where otherwise specified. 

(1) Salient Pole Generator 

Rating: 100 MVA 

Terminal Voltage: 13.8 kV 

Direct-axis Reactance: 1.2 

Quadrature-axis R.eactance: 0.8 

Direct-axis Subtransient Reactance: 0.2 

Quadrature-axis Suhtransient R.eactance: 0.367 

(2) DC Link 

Type: 12 pulse. 

Nominal Current: 1.0 kA 

Nominal Voltage: 80.0 kV 

(3) Converter Transformer(s) 

Rating: 50 .tv[VA 

Rea,ctance: 5% 

Voltage: 13.8-30.36 kV 

(4) System Branch Impedances 

'The system branch impedances in p.ll. for the test systems in Figures 5.2 and 5,8 

are given in Table 5.U. 

(5) System Conditions 

Table 5.14 shows the initial voltage, generation and load conditions for the test 

systems in Figures 5.:2 and 5.8. P n Qr, Pi and Qi are the active and reactive injections 

at the converters busbars obtained from de equations. 
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Branch rtL XL BL 

L1 O. 0.9165 O. 

L2 O. 0.0400 O. 

L3 O. 0.0300 O. 

L4 O. 0.0300 O. 

Table 5.13 System branch impedances. 

P (MW) Q (MVAI) 

Bus 5 P,V 

Table 5.14 AC system initial conditions. 
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6.1 Introduction 

INJ ION AP LI o TO 
CTI N IN 

In order to keep the amount of filtering to a suitable low level without complex 

bridge cOllfiguration, the twelve pulse double six-pulse bridge has become standard for 

high voltage ae- de conve,rsion. 

For a six pulse bridge unit connected scheme the number of commutations are 

halved relatively to the standard twelve-pulse ae-de conversion system. The reduction of 

cOllllllutations in this case are the canse of inadmissible harmonic content. The two widely 

used methods of decreasing the harmonic output from converters are the conventional use 

of filters and the increase of pulse number by harmonic reinjection. 

Figure 6.1 shows an alternative six-pulse bridge with harmonic reinjection which 

consists of the combination of a single main bridge and an auxiliary feedback de ripple 

reinjection bridge. This increases the pulse number from 6 to 12 and can be compared with 

the standard 12 pulse configuration. The de ripple reinjection technique modelled here is 

basically one of the possible arrangements of components in ae-de generation described by 

Baird[Sl] 'to show an efficient decreasing in the harmonics in the ac and de sides. 

Filtering needs in the standard twelve-pulse scheme can be reduced drastically by 

using a system with an artificially increasednumher of pulses[Villablanca, 1992]. The use 

of passive filters is not an option with variable-frequency operation, in this case the ripple 

reinjection technique becomes the most viable alternative to the harmonic elimination. 

One of the advantages of the de ripple reinjection scheme is that, because only one 

bridge is required for twelve pulse operation, high cOllllllutation reactances, as experiencied 

in the unit-connection, will not cause the cOlUmutation angle to exceed the limit of 2rc. 
np 

The steady state operation of the scheme has therefore been aHalysed as part of this work. 

This chapter first presents the concepts of the de ripple reinjection scheme and then 
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Load 

B' 

PRIMARY 

Figure 6.1 Dc ripple reinjection scheme for twelve-pulse opera~ion. 

derives a steady state model suitable for inclusion into the loadflow program. From this 

an operating chart is produced. This is based on the same size generator-converter unit 

as used in previous chapters, permitting direct comparison of capability. 

6.2 The dc ripple reinjection technique 

Static converter systems produce a ripple voltage at their de output. With 

rectification the ripple a frequency six times of the nominal frequency. However, with 

respect to the point of the converter side transfonner windings, each de pole has a 

non-sinusoidal third~harmonic ripple voltage. These voltages between points A-N and B-N 

in Figure 6.1 have the same phase relationships in each pole and are referred to in this 

chapter as common mode de Tipple voltages[ Arrillaga, 1983]. 

In Figure 6.1 the circuit shown between points N, B and A', B' is the feed-

hack circuit with the two single phase reinjection transformers (1') and the reinjection 

hridge[Arrillaga et 0.1., 1992a]. The reinjection bridge create a voltage which is added 

to the normal six-pulse de output voltage doubling the number of pulses of the output 

voltage, hetwecII B'. The de ripple reinjection is generally applicable to C011-

verters with natural commutation and 120" conducting valves. The converter transformer 

should have star connection 011 the rectifier side and must have a. ,6. primary. 

The principle of ripple reinjection, used as a basis for the proposed harmonic re-
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ductioll system if) pxp\ailH'rl ill rollowing subsections with J'('fen'l1I'P tu it,.; COlllpUllf'11 

maiu ad van tages amI lilnitations. 

6.2.1 The triple-frequency source 

The two single phase transformers (called the feedback transformers) (T) are con

nected in seTies on the primary and secondary sides but with reverse polarity. Both 

primary windings are connected to the comlllon mode de ripple voltages. These trans

formers provide the commu tating voltages to a single-phase full wave rectifier (called the 

feedback converter) and are connected to the transformers secondary windings. 

The output of the feedback converter is connected in series with the de output of 

the six-pulse converter. The frequency of harmonic injection is determined by the supply 

frequency and therefore the problem of synchronizing the harmonic source with the mains 

frequency does not exist. 

6.2.2 Current injection, phase control and harmonic reduction 

In the twelve-pulse configuration the phase currents of the two six pulse series 

converters are combined in the conversion process to obtain a de voltage output with 

harmonic spectrum being 12n with n being a positive integer[Arrillaga et ai.) 1985]. 

In the de ripple reinjection model previously proposed by Baird[81] and 

Villablanca[92]' the de output of the six-pulse converter is superimposed to the feedback 

conve.rter output which produce a de waveform as in the twelve-pulse bridge converter. 

The feedback converter works as a current source with an ac cutrent (triple frequency) pro

portional to the de current, the proportionality constant being the feedback transformer 

ratio (Fh). The harmonic injection assumes the current wave shape of the de load current. 

For a fully inductive de load, the ideal harmonic injection is a square wave[Baird, 1981}. 

A Fourier analysis of the ae waveforms show that for a particular ratio of the iujected 

cnrrent to main rectifier current ratio all hal'lnomcs of ordeT 6n± 1 (where 11=1,:3,5, ... ) are 

zero while the ot her harmonic orders (i.e. n=2,4,6" .. ) retain the same relations hip with the 

fundamental as in the original twelve-pulse converter[Villablanca and Arrillaga, 1992]. The 

result is that the original six-pulse converter configuration has been converted into a twelve

pulse COllverter system from the point of view of ac and de system harmonics[Baird, 1981}. 

The problem of injected current phase adjustment is solved by using controlled

rectifier feedback. The firing angle control of the feedback converter is thus locked to the 

main rectifier control, i.e. the firing of the thyristors of the feedback converter is a fixed 

angle after the corresponding main converter thyristors. 
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6.2.3 The power dissipation 

\Vhen the main rOllvertC'r operates as a rectifier the feedback converter acts also as 

a rectifier. The increased fundamental current, preclicted by Fourier Analysis[Baird, 19)-\1] 

is dissipated into the the de load (injected in the inverter). TIle feedback converter is able 

to convert fundamental ae power to de power and vice versa and being able to operate as 

an inverter and taking power from the de side to provide the feedback current. 

The full six-pulse bridge converter with feedback converters can clearly be suitable 

for pumping storage schemes where the direction of the power changes frequently. In this 

case for a fixed de voltage the de current is reduced because of the back emf of the feedback 

converter and the fundamental current is correspondingly reduced. The de power input 

to the main rectifier is about 93% of the ae output power, with the remaining ae output 

being provided by the feedback converter. 

6.2.4 Advantages and limitations of the reinjection scheme 

It is apparent that with the proposed increased pulse number scheme several ad

vantages can be found: 

l. The feedback converter is automatically synchronized with the source frequency. 

n. The amplitude of the injected current IS defined by the de load current and the 

feedback transformer ratio. 

m. The phase of the injected current can be adjusted easily by firing control of the 

feedback converter (it should be noted that where the main converter operates with 

zeTO degree firing delay, the feedback converter may have ordinary diodes in it which 

will be correctly commu tated with the common mode de ripple voltage). 

lV. More than one harmonic order is nullified at the correct operating point, as explained 

in subsection 6.2.2. 

v. The output from the feedback converter is in series with the main converter and the 

power that could dissipate in the triple frequency source is, in this case, effectively 

dissipated in the de load. 

It is apparent in Figure 6.1 that a variation of the capacitance (C) affects the 

voltage across the feedback transfonner[Baird, 1981] which in turn affects the resulting de 

ripple voltage. The capacitor (C) can always be selected for minimum cost which is given 

by equation (6.1), where V is the peak valuE' of the commutating ae voltage in the main 

converter 

C"nin 
Id Fb 2 7r 

12 f 3 v'3 V 
(Farad8 ) (6.1 ) 
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III t he case of different d(' loading conditiolls til(' Lrallsl'orllWI' ('I') Ilf'pd Lu 

be designed for the resultant voltage and for a range of primary ( r x Fb ) aile! secondary 

currents ( I ). It should be noted that magnetizing voltage in this case is at thee times 

the fundamental frequency with a consequent reduction in core area and in the sile auel 

cost of the single phase transformers. An economical design can be obtained for the triplE' 

frequency reinjection transformers 

for miuimu111 cost. 

combining the desigll of capacitors a,lld trallsforillerS 

There are SOUle limitations to the steady state operation of the de ripple reinjection 

scheme: 

2. The magnetizing current in the reinjection transformers should be kept low to avoid 

distortion of the current waveform. 

22. The finite value of the blocking capa,citors (C). The modified ae cnrrent waveform is 

unaffected by the size of blocking capacitors while the de voltage waveform will con

tain some six-pulse modulation. A relatively large capacitor should be llsed to keep 

the levels of sixth harmonic voltage within reasonable limits. However the invariant 

polarity of the de voltage in unit cOllnected schemes permits the use of electrolytic 

capacitors in the feedback circuit with considerable size and cost reductions. 

m. The elimination of harmonics depends of the ratio of feedback current (through the 

feedback thyristors or diodes) to the de current in the link. It means that for a 

correct harmonic elimination and twelve pulse generation all the parameters in the 

model should be set up for a defined operation point or a range of de load conditions. 

6.3 The n1.odel 

The system was modellecl in steady state using the Newtou-Raphson fast decoupled 

ac-de loadflow. This study was made nsing the ac-de loadflow in order to overcomE' t be 

impossibility of correct modelling the feedback circuit (between points A-A' and B-B' 

in Figure 6.1) in EMTDC (Electmmagnetie Tmnsient Direct CurTcnt Pr'Ogmrn). Due the 

existence of a function that directly relates the commntating voltage and firing angle to tl1(' 

clirect voltage in the rectifier, VI j( E e, ex), the time consuming steady state "imula,tions 

using TCS can be avoided. Ee is thE' a.e nIlS commutating voltage. 

The steady state modelling is based entirely in the ideal shapes of !,lre waveforms 

in the lie and de sides. Some factors that contribute for the distortions in the waveforms. 

sHch as the magnetizing current in the transformers, are neglected in steady state hut 

should be considered in a step by step dynamic simulation. 

With reference to the single hridge converter with de ripple reinjection the im

plementation of the model in steady state involves the assessment of de average voltage 
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2.LFb 

I (l-Fb) 

- r Pb 

r = six-pulse Clment mnplitude 
Fb =: feedback transfonner ratio 

(a) original current waveshape 
(b) hannonic injection current 
(c) current wavefonn from (a) + (b) 

Figure 6.2 Waveform in each phase for an inductive de load. 

which is obtained with an infinite de smoothing reactance, t11is voltage consists of three 

components, i.e. 

the six-pulse ripple V3 V $in (x ~) ~+O' < X < +0' "2 

feedback ripple - Fb 11 :. (. .'!.+O' < x +0' :2 $1.n x 2 
Fb V . + '2 st.n 2; + 0' < x < 0' 

where Fb is the ratio of feedback current to de current through thyristors (diodes) in the 

reinjection bridge. That is, it is the ratio feedback converter transformers. 

6.3.1 The determination of feedback ratio 

The feedback ratio is obtained based in the Fourier analysis of the waveform of one 

phase with inductive de load (Figure 6.2) with the assnmption that the has infinite 

de inductance and zero com mutating reactance. 

Figure 6.2 can be represented by the following Fourier series: 

dx (6.2) 

which represents an odd function plus a half wave symmetry. \tVhere: 
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f(:1: ) -~ 0 0 < ;1: -

f(:l: ) 1 - Fb Jr < :1: < Jr 

(3 ~ '3 

I(:l: ) 1 + Fb Jr < :I: < Jr 

J .- 2: 

and 

I~ (l+Fb)Bin(n:Z;)d~;l 
.1 

4 
-'-----'- (- eos( nx )) I: + 

6 

1 + Fb) I ~ 1 -'--._-- ( eos( m: ) ) 
n 1f 

'3 

(6.:3) 

where 11 == 1,3, 5, 7, '" 

For Il==l: 

For n=5: 

[ v'3 v'3 1 --2 + Fb (-2"~ + 1) 
510 
4 

In general can be shown that for n = 1, 11, 13, 23, ... 

4 [v'3 v'3 1 +Fb(--;-+l) 
n10 2 2 

and for Il = 5, 7, 17, 19, ... 

[ V3 J3 1 --2 + Fb(-2" + 1) 
n10 

4 

These harmonics are eliminated by making an 0, in this case Fb ( + 1) 

l.e. : 

Fb 0.4641 

The feedback transformer's ratio sbow a constant value of 46.41 % to eliminate the 

de voltage and ac characteristic harmonics when increasing the number of pld.ses from six 

to twelve. The feedback transformer ratio also depends of the number of pulses that will be 

generated by the unit-connected scheme with de ripple reinjection[Arrillaga et at., 1992a]. 
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I line current 
(a) first phase of delta six-pulse converter 
(b) second phase of delta. six-pulse converter 
(c) star connected six-pulse converter 
(d) wavefonn from (a) + (b) + (c) 

I 

...... 
time 

time 

Figure 6.3 Synthesis of waveform for a standard twelve-pulse converter. 

6.3.2 Relevant equations 

When combining the de current with the triple source. (fee.dback trans-

fonne.rs) curre.nt 

Figure. 6.2. 

wave.form shape. in each phase. for an inductive. de load is given 1Il 

6.3 and 6.4 shows respective.ly the synthe.sis of the standard 

pulse curre.nt waveform and the. current waveform obtaine.d in the six-pulse re.inje.ction 

scheme. Figure 6.4 also shows the superposition of the rectifier current before modifica

tion and the triple frequency injected current. To obtain the final twelve-pulse waveform 

6.4 shows the combination two phase waveforms as in Figure 6.2 displaced by 

Equation (6.4) shows how the ripple reinjection technique add up the waveforms 
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(a) 

(a) rectifier current 
(b) uipIe frequency current 
(c) phase current, rectifier winding 
(d) second pil.:1..Se 
(e) resultant phase current 

(d) 
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(b) 

time 

lime 

2.I.Fb 

time 

Figure 6.4 Twelve-pulse waveform obLailled from harmonic reinjection for an inductive de toad, 
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with six-p\llse ripple eWe! the two COlli of the triple frequency j'PPciiJd,Cl\ injeclioll il1 

order to obta,ill the a,verage de: 

+ l¥+o: Pb, 271' , J 
8'/,n(:r - I dx 

2 2 ? I 
3" +0: ,) 

Integrating the three previous components of the ripple reinjection 

equation (6.4) between the given limits[Baird, 1981] yields 

3V 
= [V3 + Pb (2 271' . 

vi) ] cos a 

(GA) 

as III 

( 6.5) 

To obtain the r.m.s. de voltage the three superimposed components should be 

integrated according the equation that follows[Baird, 1981]. 

l;;irmt' = V 
:3 [j 2~"r +u ( Pb 

sin (:t; 
271', V; sin (:l: ~) )2 (h; 1 I + 

71 ~+u 2 :3 I 

Pb 271 V3 . ( 71' )'2 dx 1 (6.6) +V (- sin (x --) + 2 3 2 
81,71. X - 6 

With equation (G.G) the first part of the de voltage expression is obtained for the 

rectifier a,nd suitable to be in the steady state forlllulation. 

Vd,m, = ~ {f 'If V3 V3 'If 3.j3 
[ Fb2 ('6 - 4 cos (2IT)) + Fb cos (2IT) + (2 + ~4- cos (2IT))] 

The effective de voltage equation applied in the ae-de loadfiow is 

following equation which includes the voltage regulation term 

where Vel is a function of V and the firing angle (a). 

In equa,tion (6.5) at a 0 and Fb 0 which means no ripple reinjection: 

at c\: == 0 and Fb:::: /3/0 the r11)1)le reiuJ'ection 
2+v:3 

v: :::: 3 V [J3 ( 1 2 ~ J3)] 
davg 71 2 + 2 + 

which is a percentage increase of 7.18% in the average de voltage. 

(6.7) 

in the 

(6.8) 
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Figure 6.5 Voltage regulation charts for the six pulse bridge with and without de ripple reinjection. 

In equation (G.7) at 0: 0 and Fb = 0 which means no ripple reinjection: 

V,lrms = V x 0.8277 

at 0: = 0 and Fb = 'J~ the ripple reinjection gives: 

V x 0.8864 

which is a percenta.ge increase of 7.09% in the nns de voltage. Figure 6.5 shows the voltage 

regulation'\ charts in both cases. 

The substitution of Fh hy , which has its value in order to eliminate the Gn ± 1 

(n= 1.;),5) current harmonics in the (].c side, results ill an increase over Vd of 7.18% and , , aug 

over Vd of 7.09% with respect of the twelve-pulse de output[Baird, 1981]. This allows a 

corresponding reduction in the secondary voltage of the transformer hy 7.18 %. 

Power capability charts in steady state are discussed in section 6.4, where the unit 

connected twelve-pulse scheme and the six-pulse scheme with reinjection are compared. 

The unit connected scheme was simulated using the modified loadflow model for varying 

connllutatillg voltages discussed ill Chapter 2 and the bix--pulse hridge with de rippl\? 

reinjection was also simulated in the modified ae- de loadflow with the de voltage in the. 

rectifier side being described by equation (6.8). 
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Figure 6.6 Voltage regulation and power capability charts. 

6.3.3 The implementation of the model 

model is implemented using modified algorithm for varying cOlllmutating 

as explained in Chapter 2, subsection 2.4. L Also in this case the unknown 

voltage should be calculated in its magnitude and phase during the 

process to satisfy the vectorial diagram in 2.3. 

vector of residual equations in the rectifier end has seven variables as in equa

tion ({l.g) and seven equations are needed to formulate the loadflow problem at the rectifier 

end in the same fashion as in subsection 2.4.1 from equations (2.24)·(2.30). 

x - [Vd, ld 1 cosa , ¢ , E , E" , (3 f (6.9) 

In the seven equations in subsection 2.4.1 only (2.25) is modified in steady 

state to include the ripple reinjection effect. The new equation in the set being: 

o ({l.lO) 

In equation ({).1 0) the comlllU tating voltage is in the Vdrm , voltage expression in 

equation (6.7) since V is the peak voltage in the comlllutating bus bar. The difference in 

this case with the proposed equivalent inverter is that an equation could be found 
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to the dc depeltCience of the COlllllltitatiug voltage aud tile rpctifiPl' firiu F'; 

angle. 

6.4 Results and discussion 

verify the theoretical assumptions described in previous sections the model was 

implemented in steady state using both the conventional twelve-pulse bridge and the six

pulse bridge with de ripple reinjection. The first results to be compared are the power 

con version capabilities in steady state in each case. 

The conversion process in steady state for the conventional twelve-pulse bridge lS 

represented by the following expression: 

coso; (6.11 ) 

In the normal twelve-pulse 11nit conne.cted scheme (wi thout filters)) the co III lllU ta

tio11 voltage (Ec) is assumed to be the generator intemal e.mJ. behind subtransient reac

tance [ArriUaga et al., 1991]' which for a given excitation varies with the load. Therefore 

equation (6.11) will be non-linear with the terminal de voltage reducing with increasing 

de currents. The same considerations can be made using equation (6.8) for the six-pulse 

scheme with reinjection. Figure 6.6 shows the results of both schemes together. 

The power conversion capability is discussed with reference to the generator and 

transformer parameters given in Appendix 5. Maximum de output characteristics, are 

shown in Figure 6.6 for the conventional double bridge converter Le. with 0; = 0° for 

J1 < 30° and 0; minimum for IL = 300
, and the proposed twe1ve-pulse single bridge conftg

uration with ripple reinjection i.e. with 0; = 0° for J1 < 60° and (); minimum for J1 60 0
• 

In the mentioned test system, the two configtlTations are designed to operate at a. 

common nominal point (i.e. point A). However, fOT the same excitation the capability to 

provide temporary extra power is slightly lower (85.13 MW) in the case of a single bridge 

(with reinjection) as compared with the double bridge (90.41 MW) configuration. 

Figure 6.6 also shows curves of constant power loci. In each case the maximulll power 

locus which is a tangent to the de voltage characteristic determines the power conversioll 

capability. To avoid errors in the steady state de equation the commutation angle is 

Umited to J1 = ao o for twelve-pulse standard configuration a.nd J1 60 0 for six-pulse wit 11 

dc-ripple reinjection as in Figure 6.7, which shows the limitation of comlllUtation angle to 

satisfy the steady state equations. 

The different inclinations in commutation angle variation in both cases can be 

explained by the dependence of the de load current of the de ripple reinjection scheme. 
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Figure 6.7 Firing and commutation angles in the standard 12-pnlse bridge and in the 6-pulse bridge 

witil de ripple reinjection. 

For very low currents the harmonic. reinjection scheme is less effective if the lower CUlTents 

are far the desired range of operation points) in this case around 0.7 kA. 

To allow the same maximum power conversion as the conventional double bridge, 

the proposed c.onfignration requires approximately a 6% increase in excitation, another 

option can be firing angle control. In the case of increasing excitation t'he extra capability 

is available on permanent basis. The possibility of firing angle increase is not available in 

the case of diode rectification. This makes the increase in excitation the only possibility 

of coutrol available when the diode rectifier unit is operating as a base generation. 

6.5 Conclusion 

A generator-converter scheme has been proposed whic.h halves the number of bridge 

units and related equipment while maintaining the waveforms of the twelve-pulse configu

ration[Arrillaga ct al., 1992a]. It can also be observed that in the steady state maximum 

capability of the new scheme is only 5.84% lower than the conventional twelve pulse unit 

connected This result shows that a slight in rotor rating is needed to 

prOVide the same maximum power conversion as the double bridge configuration. 

The de ripple reinjection with a single six pulse converter bridge the same 

harmonic performance as a twelve pulse converter bridge. This configuration can also 
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Ili\vp tb(' same practical as listed for the uuit-collnection scheme:'), 

The ripple reinjection scherne is very effective due the possibility to control simul

taneonsly the firing angles of the llla,in and feedback converters. The feedback ratio is 

kept comtaut in order to eliminate the etC ha,l'monics. These parameters cau easily be 

controlled by the designer in a new scheme. 

The de ripple reinjection scheme, in steady state, shows a wider range of validity for 

the steady state equations when compared with the standard twelve-pulse ae-de converter 

scheme. This reduces the need in the limitation of the conlluutation angle to simula,te the 

model in steady sta,te. 

Detailed costings of the schellle would be necessary, No matter how lllany bridges 

are in the system, thyristor ratings to full line voltage are required. Although the number 

of the main bridges is reduced to half the cost of the bridge units would not be halved 

using harmonic reinjection 

These steady state studies were made after some investigation of components, the 

development of a dynamic model and exhaustive laboratory experiments required to check 

the feasibility of the scheme[Baird, 1981] [Villablanca, 1992], The results obtained so far 

are sufficiently encouraging for the scheme to be considered as an alternative to the twelve

pulse unit connected generation, However an in depth evaluation of all its' aspects should 

be made before the scheme could be accepted in HV de systems, 





hapter 7 

IONS AND R 
F R S K 

7.1 Conclusions 

The application of unit and group-connections to electrical power systems have 

heen stuclie.cl for several years and the benefits which can be ohtained by integrating HVc1c 

COllverter stations directly with generating units are now well documented. 

The unit-connection is used in a wide variety of applications. For example, generator

rectifier systems and in excitation systems of large electric generators. In these applica

tions, the converter may consist of diodes connected as a or twelve-pulse hridge rectifier 

(uncontrolled) 01', if rapid control of the de output voltage is desired, the diodes are re

placed by thyristor valves whereupon phase control can be used to regulate the average 

output voltage. 

If a twelve-pulse thyristor bridge is used, the converter can be controlled so the 

direction of power transfer from the de system to the synchronous machine can be changed 

whereupon the collverter-machine operates as an inverter-lUotor. Thus, line-collllllutated 

converter synchronous machine systems can be used in pumping-storage schemes and are 

suital)le fqr operation in high power variable-speed generation schemes and low power 

electric drive systems. 

A fast steady state analysis incorporating a direct-connection system is of great 

interest to the power industry because of the ad vantages foreseen in the integration of 

HV dc direct connected generators to existing ae networks. The need for such a stead)' 

state model is driven by a constant search by the power industry for lllore reliable, lower 

cost and more efficient power generation systems. 

Further, in the operation and pla.nning of an electrical system, it is important to 

know the value of the maximum power that can be delivered to tlw loads while technical 

and operating constraints are met. The maximum power and the capability charts in the 

direct connection case are only obtainable with accuracy by llsing dynamic simulation 

related techniques. 
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The characteristics of the Hnit-collnectioll ha,vp b('('11 cleveiupI'd IlSillg the 

conventional steauy state fOl'mula.tion. In the of llarmonic filters, the use of such 

formulation as a reference ic; very questionable. One of the maill objectives or this thec;is 

has been to show some of the problems with conventional steady state and to propose 

and crea.te a new form ulation steady state characteris tics (opera.ting charts) cieri ved 

from dynamic simulation[Sallkar, 1991] unit connected HVclc 

The conventional loadftow can be adapted for use with the unit-connection but 

has several limitations, a major one being the averaging of the quadrature and direct 

axis sub-transient reactances. This is not satisfactory due non-linearitiec; present in the 

COIlverter commutating reactance[Sankar, 1991]. A referellce bllS, where the voltage is 

assumed sinusoidal, must be created for the converter interface. This fictitiollS bus is 

usually taken to be behind the sub-transient reactance of the synchronous ll1achim~. For 

valid results from de equations used in the loadftow the commutation angle to 

be restricted to 21r. Also due to the commutation and conduction periods of the converter 
np 

being affected by harmonics the non-linearities are very difficult to be represented in steady 

state algorithms. 

modified loadfiow was initially produced in an attempt to overcome some of the 

above difficulties. In the program the phase variation the comlllntating voltage with 

respect to the load was introduced, for a constant excitation in the synchronous machine. 

The results obtained from this program showed improvements in some cases but the other 

deficiencies prevented any great gains being made. 

The modified loadfiow was capable of being used to analyse the performance of unit 

and group connected schemes when working with a reduced number of generators. This 

was done for a wide range of operating powers. The work involved two researchers: the 

electrical work was done by the author and the efficiency considerations-were made by Mr. 

S. MacDonald. 

Although there is no difference in the characteristics between the two configurations 

when all the generators are ill service, the transmission voltage of the series connected unit

connection is a dir~ct function of the number of generators and thus with fewer generators 

m the transmission efficiency is reduced. The lower transmission voltages calise 

transfer of power control to the inverter end, which substantially increases the reactive 

power demand at that end. 

Alternatively the gronp-connection presents no problems in this respect, being capa~ 

hIe of maintaining the required transmission voltage regardless of the number of generators 

in service and thns it provides efficient transmission at different power levels. The gronp-

connection a.lso permits e.fficirmt inversion without the 

change range. 

for an unrealistic on-load tap 

unit or group-connections are suitable for adaptation into pra.ctically any con

ventional power plant configuration. Ingram(88) has discnssed the reducing costs and 
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sa.vings of direct COllllPcted schenws with a. similar conventiona.l 

power plant. 

The first part of the work reported here has shown that models employing steady 

state equations cue unsuitable for application to unit-connection schemes. The secoud 

section of the work has heell to use operating charts, as first described by Sankar[91]' and 

to incorporate them into an equivalent inverteT representation. 

The equivalent inverter' requires capability charts obtained from many dynamic 

simulation studies over a range of operating conditions, This is done by llsing points 

obtained by repeatedly solving the model in tIle step by step dynamic simulation described 

in Chapter 2. The cost and accuracy of steady state simulation of unit-connection IS 

directly proportional to the number of required points in each chart. 

In the rectifier characteristics derived from dynamic simulation, the constant firing 

angle characteristics cross over each other at large currents. In this situation, for a range 

of currents, the maximum value of de voltage can increase for increasing firing angles. 

This effect cannot be modeiled using the conventional steady state simulation. 

The comparison between the collventional, the modified loadfiow and the eqItivalent 

inve7'te7' showecllarge discrepancies between their results for the same operating specifica

tion. For example diffe.rences np to 30% in inverter tap position and 8% in complex power 

in the ae system were obtained between the modified loadfiow and the equivalent ilWel"tel'. 

It is also difficult to judge between the loadfiow and modified loadfiow as to which 

gives results closer to those of the equivalent inveTtcr. 

The accuracy of the equivalent invel'tel' was demonstrated in simulations of two 

commissioning tests for the upgraded New Zealand HV dc lin.k, Despite all the approxi

mations made in the model, the non-specified variables showed good agreement with the 

real system results. 

Three disadvantages of the equivalent invel'tel' technique are: 

z. The need to maintain a data base with capahiEty charts for the various possible 

number of machines in operation and for the range of variation of generator excitation 

and rectifier firing angle for a given direct connected power station. 

u. The need for a dynamic simulation program such as TCS. 

m. The amount of time spent obtaining the charts using dynamic simulation. An average 

time of half an hour for each point was required. This was for a system similar to 

that shown in Figure 2.4 using TCS on a VAX 3500 computer. The number of points 

in each chart for each firing angle can be in a range between ten and thirty and thus 

the amount of time consumed to obtain these charts can he significant. However, 

these charts need only be obtained once for a given generation configuration. 
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None of these disadvantages are fuutiamellta,llimitationtl to the lise tile equivalent 

inve7'l,fT which in this work been demonstrated to be snperior to other computer 

models. The equivalent inverter will allow a better analysis of the operation of unit 

connected gellerator inverters. From this any extra requirements, such as higher excitation, 

will be easily determined. 

A third and final part of the work reported in this thesis was to investigate the use of 

a de ripple reinjection technique ill direct connected HV dc generating stations. The origi

nal proposal for ripple reinjection was made by Baird[81] and extended by Villablanca[92]. 

Their work involved using dynamic analysis and practical laboratory tests. This has now 

been extended by further analysis to obtain the steady state equations which have been 

included in the loadflow program. 

The results from this work have been demonstrated by the production of an operat

ing chart which shows an improved power capability of 7%. Together with the elimination 

of one of the main rectifier bridges, this makes the de ripple reinjection technique very 

attractive for unit-connection despite the extra cost of two single phase transformers, two 

capacitor banks, a single-phase rectifier bridge and additional control for the feedback 

converters. 

This thesis has concentrated 011 the steady state modelling of the unit-connection 

and de ripple reinjection. No attempt has been made to justify the scheme in terms of 

initial cost, running costs (other than [2 R losses) and reliability. These figures will be of 

great influence in the adoption of one or another scheme for power and extra work 

is needed in this area to assess the value of each component in the chosen configuration 

regarding the three aspects above. 

7.2 Suggestions for further research in HVdc' direct 

connected schemes 

This wqrk has extended the knowledge of HVdc direct connected schemes and 

provided a means of analysing their- behaviour in the steady state. Much more work is 

necessary however specially in the dynamic operation of these schemes. 

commutation and conduction periods in the twelve-pulse COllverter bridge in 

the unit-connection scheme ca.nnot be treated in the same way as in conventional schemes. 

In this case the unpredictable commutation and conduction stages under non-sinusoidal 

commutating voltage have a substantial effect on the steady state de voltage and cmrent 

lD the link. 

Dynamic simulation for direct connected scheme has been studied thoroughly in pre

violls publications for low voltage direct connected schemes, in this case, the synchronous 

machine is cOIlnected to the converter without the need for a transformer[Sudhofl' and 

Wa.synczuk, 1992]. An investigation of the rectifier cOlllmutation and conduction periods 
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for the HV dc direct connected systeIlls will be complicated by the 

harmonic cross coupling. 

of trallSC(lr!II('r 

A frequency domain technique is uuder at Canterbury University[Rios, 1992]. 

The implernentatioll of the COllverter bridge in the harmonic domain can lead 1.0 a modP! 

which will be useful for detailed study of thf' direct connection ill time domain, frequPl1cy 

domain and in steady state. This model bas proved to be faster than dynamic simulation 

for ac systems. However, it is in its initial test stages. The introuuction of the converter 

bridge into the harmonicdomain can lead to a fast technique to obtain tbe characteristics 

to be used in the equivalent inverter'. 

In this thesis steady state studies of unit and group-connections were concentrated 

in the synchronous machine and in the converter arrangements and controls, This investi

gation need to go further in terms of capability charts. Continuation of this research must 

include thermal restrictions in the synchronous machine and transformer, and operating 

restrictions in the (thermal or hydraulic) turbines, This can introduce further modifica

tions in the steady state characteristics obtained from dynamic simulation at low power 

operation, dne turbine operating at non ideal conditions. Modification in the characteris

tics can occur also at higher power levels if the system needs to operate temporarily above 

the rating of the machines. In this case thermal limitations in the synchronous rnachines 

and transformers introduce restrictions in the equivalent inverter' characteristics. 

Further work should be done related to the design of the synchronous machine in 

BV dc direct connected schemes. In conventional schemes the power factor is one of tIle 

key variables in its design and the terminal voltage waveform is considered sinusoidal. 

In the direct-collnection case the terminal waveform is llOt sinusoidal and the traditional 

poweT factor definition can no longer be used. A solution could be the use of finite eleme.llt 

analysis to obtain information of distribution of flux in stator and rotor magnetic core, the 

distribution and depth of the conductors slots along the stator and rotor of the machine. 

The increase in heating in the core and refrigeration needed also can be obtained using 

the same technique. 

The effect of distortions, handling of high order harmonics, aSYlllmetries and nOll 

linearities can be clarified in the synchronous machine by using finite element techniques. 

This can be a place for further comparisons with the machines in cOllventional schemes. 

These studies would give insight into whether substantial changes are needed in the ge

ometry of the statOT and rotOT of a conven tionalmachine to operate as a direct connection 

and shonld provide information about how to keep the magnitude of flux related losses 

the same iu both cases. 

Another interesting area for future studies is the overall e.fficiency of the unit 

connection in the case of variable speed operation aud combined with variable water heads 

in the hydro generation case. This complimentary investigation would be very useful for 

pmuping storage schemes. 
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Stuciic;; or tlte self excited ('ullfigllratiou of the \Lnit collnected schemes (l,re in their 

early stages at prcsent. One of the configurations that would be the focus offuture research 

is the self-excitation of the synchronous met,chine from de ripple rectification. In this case 

the excitation in the machine will be a complex function of the amount of 

III the de line and the firing augle in the converter[Arri11aga et al., 1985]. 

harmonic 

Dynamic simulation of generator HV dc converter units are very demanding com

putationally. Since the initial values for the simulation are obtained from a single-phase 

simplified analysis the computation time can be reduced by starting the dynamic siulUla

tion from better initial values. Research is already underway to a,dapt a fast steady state 

technique[Garcia, 1990] to the unit-connection. The objective is to obtain better initial 

values from a steady state hybrid analysis in the time and frequency domain. This will 

have a direct influence in the equivalent inver-ter- by lowering the cost of creating steady 

state charts for a given unit or group connected power plant. 

Transient stability programs cannot be llsed systems involving unit-connections, 

since they are based Oll the steady state and quasi steady-state formulations. Instead, the 

characteristics derived from dynamic simulation could be llsed in a stability program to 

represent unit connected schemes. 

Another area of work presently being carried out at the University of Canterb nry 

IS to model various types of transformers and the converter in the harmonic domain. 

This will be undoubtedly an interesting contribution to the steady state analysis of direct 

connected systems. 

The effectiveness of the de ripple reinjection scheme is judged in this thesis by its 

steady-state performance. However, by suitably modifying a dynanuc simulation program 

to include the synchronous machine model and the ripple reinjection, the program will 

be able to investigate dynamic, voltage stabiHty and steady state operation. Possible 

iuvestigations are: the influence of the presence of the feedback circuit over the synchronous 

machine and over the six-pulse converter under different conditions of loading and firing 

angle, and the comparisou of results from steady state equations and the results from step 

by step dynamic siulUlation. 
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